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»‘‘on of strength;
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charged for its insertion.
and render them as active and powerful, or ments, and must carry conviction of their counsel for the accused, yet he, and the Exec pondent, dated Thursday evening. The chief object
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to arrest the disclosures, and protest against tal was the mission of the Russian Count Orloff to t"©
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conclusive proof that a fraud was intended, Preble, was, that the award was no award—• necessary modifications in the treaty in question,
the best earthly hopes and joys; or suppose '
patch,
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irances which usually»,and this was to be found in Major Eaton’s es not obligatory on either party. This also is
disease which mocks the highest efforts both '
French troops which embarked at Toulon lately
dormitory, in which they may .enjoy their timate, sent to the Indian Committee. That Mr. Clay’s opinion. It is a pretty fair pre forThe
nation of the disorder. J x>f friendship and of skill, impress itself upon dry
Italy, entered the port of Ancona on the evening of
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after dinner, like other epicures, they estimate was for four millions, and estimated sumption then, that the Clay Party in the Feb. 28, and lauded on the same night, and took pos
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will be as quiet as lambs and as fat as aider the ration, as I understand, at twenty cents I Senate would to a man vote for the rejection session of the citadel. Twelve hundred men landed
character as a fatal ! the very seat of life ;—-or suppose, if you
men,
and will need but little more waiting on Why did Major Eaton estimate for a ration of the award. Even Mr. Tazewell does not from a ship of the line and two frigates, ft is asserted
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whole
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g the most unexpeffll
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much for practical religion, when I declare to But you must not allow them all these privi troops cost less than eight cents? The In most any man would have considered good tent, approbation of the great leading powers of Europe
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h, promote easy ex|M empted in the experience of thousands. Oh ! ornament, and prove auxiliary to other means ration would cost less than eight cents. The
ewell’s Report is accepted, it is to be done by adjusted without any interruption of the peace of
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attach
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that
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IMA, the Pills give ¡rate i ing down of the sun, I have looked upon re
also to protect the department from cen bright were our prospects before their dishon In a number of the Courier we find the following rei
ligion as a bright angel come down from heav pulverized, is said to be useful as a top dress- and
marks in reply to some speculations in other papers
ey mitigate the comply en to exercise a sovereign influence over hu ing in spring, for Winter grain. Ashes, too, sure. Major Eaton said there were from six orable bargain!
ib.
which are pronounced to be erroneous.
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“ The Emperor of Russia being anxious under th®
cl a radical cure, in ife
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ed
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to
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Dry
Is not the consent for a sale and transfer of new
or offered a prayer in respect to you at such a
characterized by diÊW
country and in Prussia, to maintain peace, wouMwtllmoment, it has been that this good angel may unleached ashes are best for manure, but thousand dollars per day.—At eighteen cents our State to the British, the strongest instance ingly sanction any treaty to which the king of the Neth
¡htness and stricture«
be your constant attendant through this vale lèached ashes, particularly soaper’s waste there would have been a saving on the esti on record of party discipline ? Could it have erlands would be freely disposed to agree ; and he does
the lungs, oppressive
which has lime mixed with it, are of use to mates of two cents per ration, or one ninth of been effected in open day, when the People not concur in all the objections which that Sovereign
-of
tears.—Sprague.
.coughing, hoarseness,«}
$12,000, say 1,333 4 per day. At 12 cents, were looking on ? Could it have been carri has raised against the treaty of the Conference ¡ but
accelerate and strengthen useful vegetation.
the mission ofCpunt Orloff is not for the purpose of in
ither asthmatic symptom,
Drilling Potatoes.—We do not insist on the there would have been a saving of eight cents ed but in the darkness of a secret session ? ducing
Among other projects which distinguish
the King of the Netherlands to accept the trea
per ration, or $4,800 per day, or $1,732,000
pure in ordinary cases»
the present day as one pre-eminent in activity cultivator’s planting his potatoes in the drill per annum on the estimate ! This sum would What can a revolutionary soldier think of this ty in its present state, without some pledge as to modi
fications respecting the internal navigation and th*
ib.
may be administered^
and improvement, is a plan recently proposed methed, eèpecially if his land is rough, strong have made a precious exhibit in the items of sale to Old England ?
means of securing the payment of the Belgian portion
in England, for uniting by a solid causeway, or hard to cultivate. In such cases the old economy and retrenchment ! although at
fety to all ages and class#
of the public debt. On the first of these points, partic
method
of
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in
hills
should
doubtless
The
Washington
Globe
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stated,
that
if
the
islands
of
Great
Britain
and
Ireland.
The
ularly,
the Emperor has expressed himself so stronglyam pled success has III
12 cents, the partners could have had “spoils^
indicated points of junction are Port Patrick be preferred. But in a rich mellow soil, the to the amount of $3,600 per day ; equal to Mr. Bibb, the Kentucky Senator had been to the Cabinets of Great Britain and France, that he
r administration ¡flap
not recommend to the King of the Netherlands to
on the Irish coast, and Donaghadee on that, drill method is much the most advantageous. one million three hundred andfourteenthousand present when Mr. Van Buren was rejected, could
and the Proprietor ej
them as to the treaty of the Conference, ex
of Scotland. The intervening breadth is fif Dr. Dean observes as follows : “ One of ray dollars per annum to divide between them ! he would have voted against the rejection. waive
cept
with
an understanding that modifications are to
le, which testify Io M
teen miles, and the depth of the mid-ohapnel neighbors planted in his garden, drills, and Had they succeeded in getting the contract Mr. Bibb states in his reply to a letter from follow, either as concessions from the Conference or
ing the emaciated A
as only ninety fathoms ! This space is to be■ rows of hills, alternately, of equal length and. at eighteen cents, their “ spoil” would have Mr. Moore, that if he had been present, he from Belgium.
.
.
.
“ The Political and financial condition of Russia an<r
disease and restorinjb
filled up with huge stone, which can be pro. equally manured ; when he dug them he[ been two million six hundred and twenty eight should have voted for the rejection of Van ' Prussia
will
not
admit
of
a
declaration
of
war
by
those
cured frotn the contiguous coast y. and twentyr found the drill-rows produced twice as much. thousand dollars !! if we admit that the ra Buren. It naw seems that it all the Senators Powers in support of the claims of Holland. Every
f accustomed healths
thousand con victs will be required for the per as the others. It is not more labor to lay the tion would cost 6 cents ; but it is naw known had been present when the question on Mr. attempt will be made, therefore, tn induce the Kingot
formance ofthe labor. When the two Islands dung in drills than in hills, the labor of hoeing that it would cost less than 6 netits. Such Van Buren’s nomination was taken, there the Netherlands to concede something to the ( onteriFICIAL EFFECTS.
would have been a majority of two against its ence ; but Count Orloff’s mission is purely one of me
shall be thus conjoined, the projector (Mr. is but little increased.”
the administrating
A British writer says, « The potatoes for is the fraud, for my efforts in defeating which ratification, without including the Vice Pres diation, not dictation ; and if the King, should persist in
Fairbairne) recommends that there be con
I
have
been
denounced
by
every
purchased
those claims, the question will remain just where it was
natic and
structed a Rail-Road from Dublin to London ; seed should be kept in a separate pit, which partisan, and abused in every hired press un ident.
when Count Orloff left the Russian capital.
ited in the filloimg
and then, assuming that the cars shall travel should never be opened until the time when der the influence of this administration ; and
WASHINGTON, APRIL 21, 1832.
The occupation of Ancona by the French troops had
at the rate of forty miles an hour, (rather an the potatoes are to bé planted, for if vegetation such is the transaction which it is attempt
cases.
been the subject of much discussion and re
In the Senate, yesterday, a debate occurred, apparently
immoderate assumption, we think, consider commences previous to that time, it is apt to ed to hush up with the bludgeon ! ! I again
M. D. and Drtig^t
monstrance
on the part of the allied powers. It wai
ing that the average rate upon the Liverpool curl. The sets should be placed about a foot repeat, that I am well aware that this publica in which the line between Mr, Calhoun and violently attacked in Parliament, with other measure»
re Asthmatic Pills
distant
from
each
other.
Many
crops
are
the
administration,
for
the
first
time,
was
dis

of
the
French
government, by the Duke of Wellington,
and Manchester road does not exceed fifteen
tion is made at the hazard of assassination.
?11 spoken of by those ¿1
miles) the journey between the two capitals spoiled from being planted too deep in the I am well satisfied that the deed would be tinctly seen. Mr. Hayne made a most credit and it appears to have been strongly resisted by th®
. British Government, and also by the Austrian Govern
This ought to be avoided.
bs-nerformed in twelve hours. Some of ground.
|
; yea, applauded and protected in able, able, and decided expose of his views.
We do not believe, however, that this measure
The best time to plant potatoes for winter’s approved
place/; to/Uevtog that the crisis He came out most distinctly against the ad ment.
'this City, wasthreeyri
the English' journals express a belief in the
is likely to lead to any serious consequences, by pro
use,
____
o
~
ministration.
ducing collision between the great powers.
1 here
practicability of this scheme ; and one of
,,
n.,
___ I requires me to assume the responsibility, 1
1 with consumptive ip
had been some disturbances at Grepoble in Erpnce, but
them draws a contrast between the conduct May or the first of June ; but it is good econ cannot hesitate to do so.
D. GREEN.
the side, almost petp®
they were not of an alanni^ng character. The
omy,
generally
speaking,
to
plant
an
early
According
to
Mr.
Clay
’
s
plan
of
dividing
of Mr. Fairbairne, who is thus endeavoring to
of the expedition against Portugal, under the diof blood, general d#
of the Public Lands among the ments
conjoin indissolubly the two countries, and sort in early ground to feed hogs before In
rection of Don Pedro, lead us to anticipate important
The Houston trial is developing the proof I the
‘ proceeds
jessing state, unable lit
dian
corn
is
ripe,
as
the
ground
is
thawed
in
several
States,
Maine
will
have
for
her
share,
intelligence from that quarter at no remote period.
that of Mr. O’Connell, who seems to have a
of the enormous fraud with which Duff Green ■
FARIS, MARCH 16.
ecting to live many^
48.
tolerably vehement desire of a political as the spring.
charged the administration. Corruption is $85,387
1
M. Metfernice has transmitted a note to the French
to take Dr. Relfe’s Au
well as a geographical'êeparation.
coming to light, which has so alarmed many
Government
on
the
subject
of
the
expedition to Ancona,
The Boston Statesman of Saturday, speak
IMPRISONMENT OF AN AMERICAN Jackson men in Congress, that they seek to
ilso Dr. Jebb’s L*
the following purport:—“ Will France proceed ac
ing ofthe election in Essçx North District, to
CITIZEN.
cording to treaties, or proceed by force ? In the former
her side, whicktP
Ornamental Trees.—Who does not like to
stop the trial. This, deposition given in by
“ Thè contest is now between two can case, she has only to withdraw her troops from Anco
Dr. How, a citizen of the United States of Mr. Stanbery at the trial is worth reading in says,
look upon a handsome tree ? There is no
;didates—Dr. Kittridge, the Federal, and Gay na, and give satisfaction to the Pope. In the latter
ishment of every
America,
who
was
sent
to
Berlin
by
the
Polish
man however ignorant and degraded, who
conjunction with an article we lately extract- .ton P. Osgood, the democratic candidate.” case, Austria w ill act in consequence.”
,
was perfectly rest««
does not feel a pleasure at the sight of a no Committee of Paris, of which he is a member, ed from the Telegraph.—Portland Adv.
, The joke of this matter is, that Dr. Kittridge The Moniteur of this morning states that an omciaS
despatch from Lyons, was received at 2 o’clock yester
ble Elm or Oak, or other tree towering to for the purpose of distributing relief to the
«I Luther Blake, of Arkansas Territory, is an old uniform Democrat of the Jefferson day,
to announce that the National Guard had rained
wards heaven in stately pride, and affording refugees traversing Prussia on their way to being duly sworn, do depose and say, that school, and Mr. Osgood, an undeviating Fed anti established
'ramingham, was
tranquillity in Grenoble, and that Lyugh, spitting of R
like a beneficent parent shelter and shade, and France, has been arrestqd at Berlin and on the 21st day of March, 1830, as I was com eralist of the Hartford Convention stamp ! ons continued in the greatest quiet.
thrown into prison. When the letter which ing out of the War Office, in Washington,
M.
Sebastian!
is now stated to have re-entered the
perhaps
sustenance,
to
all
who
apply.
on taking IwodW
But this is a fair specimen of the manner in
Have you ever set out a tree ? If you brought this intelligence was sent off, none of Governor Samuel Houston accosted me, and which Jacksonians of the Isaac Hill stamp are Ministry, for the purpose of arranging the “ untoward
one box of Dr. RelW
“ to Ancona.
to him.
have, you have done well, if you have not his friends had been allowed access
alluded to certain bids that had been made to compelled to twistify things in order to keep expedition^
In Italy the tricolored flag has spread the greatest
as restored to perfeclto
Paris paper.
there is One good deed in your power to do ;
supply the Government with rations to the. up the deception among the ignorant, deluded excitement; from Piedmont to Naples the people have
rson in this vicinitp
been electrified by its appearance ; but if rumor be
simple in its operation—cheap in its cost, and
emigrating Indians, of which bids 1 had then
Randolphiana.—John Randolph of Roan put in the lowest. Governor Houston having multitude who follow in their train, that they true, it will prove to them merely an ignis fatuus, for it
■h for years by a i"“1’
valuable in its results, do not delay till you
are
the
true-blue
Republican
party,
&c.
is soon to be withdrawn, to leave them far more em
have done it ; that you may have the satisfac oke, discoursing of late on political affairs, apparently made himself acquainted with the
Essex Reg.
had tried
barrassed and benighted than before. Care has been
tion of having done some good,—and that touched, in his pointed way, upon various different bids, informed me that he had not
icled, whichofliy^
taken by the Austrians in Lombardy to arrest several
The Age too spoke of the federal triumph of the most violent would-be-agitators of those provin
- others may think of you with pleasure when prominent personages, chiefly of the Repub put in a bid of his own name, but had enter
relief, and usually??
you are dead, and bless your labors though lican Party. Jackson seems to have fallen ed several in the names of other persons, of in Augusta, when thé Williams & Bridge ces.
FARIS, MARCH 16.
her complaint, has r«,
below the standard of his expectation. “ He which he had the control. My bid was at party or the Jackson party was run down in
perhaps they knew you not.
News from Hungary speaks of the people having de
ab0ve Pills, with*
Every village should be ornamented with was no great things—but it was sometimes, to eight cents per ration, and he, the said Hous that town.—Really, this fiddle faddle about termined to render themselves independent of the Aus
m any thing she has
trees, and every tree should be considered sa• effect important ends, necessary to use men ton proposed to me that I should withdraw federalism is about run out. Ouryoung Jack- trian Government, by forming a government of their
under a scion of the Austrian family, to protect
cred and protected by every individual of the! whom we did not approve.” “ Van Buren mv bid, and buy up those of William Prentiss son lawyers, who hope to obtain office, must own,
had been called an intriguer—and so he and David Butler, Jun. and that I should then invent some new humbug. Thé old trick is their liberties from Meternich. The Duke of Reich
community.
Nothing
impresses
strangers
stadt
is said not to have wholly recovered from his lat®
foy at M—
more favorably, as they pass through a town, was_but Clay would give him High Low join with him and his friend (whom he did stale.—Penobscot Journal.
very bad cough, so'»
Jack
and
the
Game.
And,
as
for
Eaton,
Sir,
MARCH 17.
not
name)
who
was
concerned
with
him
in
than to see attention to these things. It whis
We hear of a great number of Jackson men
:k and barrass'her
When we announced about a fortnight since the
the contract which might be secured at a
pers to them of peace and comfort, and they said Mr. Randolph—“ he—stinks.” (The
who
bursting
the
slavish
bands
of
party
dis

of Prince Otho of Bavaria, by the three
option was feare ( '
feel half inclined to postpone their journey last word with a horrible emphasis, and com much higher rate than the bids of either mine, cipline, are loud in their disapprobation of nomination
Powers, to fill the throne of Greece, we stated that in
organ ’
j of that compH
Prentiss, or Butler, and that thereby we might
and their business, and to spend a while be fortable gyration of the nasalRichmond
the
event
of
his accepting the proposal, the King of
the
proceedings
of
the
last
Legislature,
and
the
Whig.
secure an independent fortune ; and until the
neath the shade so invitingly placed before
Bavaria must choose a Regent among the Bavarian»
/ relieved, and sow
leaders
of
their
party.
The
Age
and
other
to
govern
Greece
until the majority of the young King,
24th
of
March,
1830,
each
day
successively
them, and they never fail to speak kindly of
Anecdote.—A worthy old sea-captain of our 'enquired of me, to know if I had succeeded Jackson papers, perceiving this, redouble the or rather Sovereign, for he will not have th® title of
you when they have departed. Did you ever
K,le boxes of 30 PiM
Kin<r.
The
King
of Bavaria has fixed upon M. d Arm?
cry of federalism. But this is only making
set out a tree ? If you have we thank you. acquaintance once took on board a large to purchasing the bldsrf
BLAKe“- a bad matter worse. The individuals who ansberg, but it is said that he has refused this dis
number
of
passengers
at
a
port
in
the
Emerald
If you never did, we advise you to get about
mark of confidence.
., •
took the lead and had the most influence with • tinguished
“Letters from Greece state that the Opposition
Isle, to bring to this country. On approach
« Subscribed and sworn to before
jt.— Gardiner Standard.
the majority of the last Legislature, were of oositively reject the nomination of Prince Otho, as king
ing our coast he as usual sounded, but found
« D. A. Hall, Justice of the Peace.”
that class of men so frequently stigmatized as of Greece, and that nothing but f^eign interv^tton can
Love, Law and Physic.—In London, last no bottom. “ And did ye strike the ground
force him upon the country. Under this King of fifteen
“old federalists.”—Bangor Journal.
captain,
”
inquired
one
of
the
Irishmen.
These are grave charges, proceeding from
years old. Greece, would they maintain, be governed
February, a young woman was brought be
r T. ConwaY' ,
«
No
”
was
the
reply.
“
And
will
ye
be
so
Russia, and become a province of the Czar, even it
a member of Congress, in his place, against
fore the Police by William Buntline, a sailor
The clearances of Savannah on the 22d of by
protected by a Constitutmn wh.ch it is so easy
good
as
to
tell
us,
”
rejoined
Pat,
“
how
near
the President of the United States. During last month, were as follows : British ship itforwere
her
lately paid off from a British man-of-war on
Sovereigns to violate or set aside. 1 he two thirds
r _
the trial of Houston, on Wednesday last, ac Orwell, Gow,London; British ship Atlantic, of the Peloponnesus, says (be letter, are waiting qntd
the South American station, who charged her ye came to it ?”
Room,
New Bedford Gazette.
cording to the report in the Globe, Mr. Stan- Johnson, London ; and British bark Broth lhe Roumeliote Chiefs have passed the Isthmus of Cor
with stealing a sovereign from him. Bill
inth, to join the 5000 men placed under their com
stated that he had written letters to her, and
■eets, near Cone 11
ers, Montley, London.
mand.—When this junction has taken place> lhey
*
A steam vessel, of 190 tons burthen, is be“‘ Pledged himself to prove all he had as
intended to make her his wife ; but was sor
y his special apP
put down the remains of the faction which has govefned
ry to find on his return that her fame was not about to proceed from England, on a Voyage serted relative to this fraud. He said^he was
Among the remarkable events happening them for three years. The troops of Colocotroni be
fully aware of the danger of making such under Gen. Jackson’s administration is the come daily more unwilling to fol ow him. A great
very fair. This he did not mind so much as up the Niger, in Africa.
statements, and of the threats that had been birth of a calf in Torringford, Conn, with on Smber of soldiers have deserted his camp near Corthat she was a drunkard, and on his first meet
‘
8500 ship-letters were received at the Post- expressed by the executive against all who ly three legs, and which is more than three inlb, and the
scount to those
ing urged him to treat. They had half a pint
of rum between them, and when he laid a Office in New-York, from day-light ort Sun inquired into these abuses; but he was quarters as active as one with four : the ribs
willing to bare his bosom to assassination.
The disturbances at Grenoble had been^qheL
sovereign on the counter, to pay for the same, day morning till noon, on Monday, 23d tilton the right side extend to the shoulder blade.
Upon this declaration being made, Mr. Bates
ed, and tranquillity prevailed
she seized it and put it in her mouth, as if to 4100 of which were brought by the ship Hi
There
had been some disorders at Naples, which
thus interrogated Mr. Stanbery :
swallow it. She refused to disgorge, and he bernia, from Liverpool.
The
decay
of
Charleston,
S.
C.
as
representare
stated
to
have
arisen
from
aquarre!
A. clœiniwin«11
il Does the gentleman intend to say that: ed sö poetically by Mr. Senator Hayne, is
took her in his arms to carry her to an apoth
some Sicilian and Neapolitan soldiers, and to hev®
ecary to have an emetic administered. ! She
The N div-York Legislature adjourned with the President of the United States lias threat; said to have trebled the number of wholesale had nd connexion with polities. Ten men were
struggled violently in the street, which drew out day on the 26th ult., after a session of 113 ened any member of the House on account stores within a few years, and hâve caused killed, and many were wounded o^^^oth sides
remainder
a great Crowd ôf persons, who thought she1 days. More than 300 acts and resolves were of his action here;”
Sötne in King-street to rent for 600 and $1200, The quarrelsome regiments had been ^dered
cost;
To this Mr. Stanbery replied :
had been seized with the true Asiatic Cholera,J passed during the session.
awav in different directions,-and tranquillity waj
netting 10 and 15 per cent, on their cost.
“Ino and am realty to PROVE it.
S d. It is asserted by- the Constitution®!
especially as the sailor was taking her into an
call «
apothecary’s shop. Arrived there, the
A how weighing 816 lbs. when well dressed, [hat the Emperor of Russia, pri receiving infor
From April 6,1831, to the 21st ult. there
Two British brigs and a British barque ar was killed by Mr. Tolman, of Thomaston, mation of the landing of French troops at
of physic refused his aid in the case, and Bill were 21 ships, barques, and brigs launched
na, displayed th© most violent disBatwfacUon.
had to take her to the Police, where on search from the ship yards in N. Y. city .—Total reg rived at Boston last Wednesday. Glorious
last week.
J prospects for the American Merchant.
secundem artem, the sovereign was found un
istered
tonnage,
8990.
[arch 3j
der the lady’s tongue.
spiti|e;4
«clever; shrivel^

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

By th» Canada, arrived at New York, on Mon
Friday, mat 4.
; der of the day for Monday. Mr. E. Everett
From the National Intelligencer.
day, London papers to March 31, and Liverpool UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE
On motion of Mr. Wilkins, 3000 extra cop-¡from the minority of the committee gave no-j
----to April 1, have been received.
ies of the Tariff bill, reported by the Com- j
tl)at a counter report was in a state of S OLD1ERS OF THE REVOLUTION.
TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS.....FIRST SESSION.
The Treaty xif the London Conference for the
mittee on Manufactures, were ordered to be ; preparation.
I The House of Representatives has got fairseparation of Holland and Belgium, has been ra t
printed. The bill to enlarge the Revolution-I Mr. Houston’s case was resumed, and Mr.! ly into the discussion of a bill, to the fate of
SENATE.
ified by Austria. The ratification by Prussia was
ary Pension list was read a second time, and Key concluded his argument in his defence.; which a considerable class of our citizens are
MONDAY, APRIL 23.
daily expected.
Houston expressed a wish to be heard, to looking with a great dea]
deal of interest. We
Robberies, assaults, and other disturbances,
The Appropriation bill was again taken up. referred. Mr. Smith offered a resolution,
continued in the county of Kilkenny, Ireland, and after a long discussion, on the
f Question ofcalling for information as to the amount of which the House assented, but further pro- allude to the bill to enlarge the provisions of
the Revolutionary Pension System, so as to
growing in part out of the tythe system.
concurring in the amendment of
of the
the commitcommit duties which would be repealed, if the plan ceedjngs were postponed to Monday.
Mr. Van Buren was to have embarked at tee of the whole, to strike out the
aouropria- I oithe Treasury
Department, or the bill from
------include a number of the survivors of the
the
appropria.
Portsmouth on the 1st of April.
fV-Lcp ft
¡tithe
on Manufactures, should
should
Friday, MAY
may 4.
4.
Revolutionary struggle, whose cases are not
FRIDAY,
tion for the outfit of a Minister to France*;
i the Committee
Committee^ on
Italy.—■ X large body of Austrian Jroops have was finally decided in the affirmative by a vote ; become
a law. The Senate 'then proceeded
It was resolved, that the House would on now embraced by it. The leading provis"
been sent into Italy, to allay the excitement pro
to discuss the Post Office bill, on the amend- Friday, the eleventh, adjourn to the following i°ns
[his hill are, first, That the surviving
duced by .the presence ofthe French regiments. of 23 to 21.
_. _ the postage on ; Monday,
to give time for making some im- officers, non-commissioned officers, inusiment proposing to abolish
Monday,to
Spain.—It is stated by private letters, that the
newspapers. ■ Mr.
T' Holmes took the floor in provements in the Hall, by providing a door c’ans5 and privates who served in the war of
TUESDAY, APRIL 24.
continental establish> 
government will probably give in^tructionsto the
*U“ revolution
i-*
fon the
'
ri„ „
. .
. .
_ support of the measure, and spoke till the on each side to communicate with outward the
The^General Appropriation Bill was taken i jlour of af]journrnent without concluding hisj doors leading from the gallery. The speaker ment, in the Militia, State troops, or as Vol
generals on the Portuguese frontier, by which an
interference may be effected, in case of emergen up. The motion of Mr. Forsyth to re-con- remarks.
unteers,
and
who
continued
therein at one or
The Senate adjourned over to laid before the House a letter from the Treas
cy ; without implicating itself.
sider the vote by which the Senate had deci Monday next.
more terms of service, for a period of nine
ury
department,
transmitting
the
annual
state

A letter from Toulon, dated the 21st, says : ded to strike out the amendment increasing
ments of the commerce and navigation ofthe months or more, shall be entitled to receive,
“ Orders have arrived here to fit out 30 ships of the appropriation for the contingent expenses
during his natural life, a pension, according
war, of which 6 are to be of the line, 6 frigates, of the Judiciary Department, from 190,000 HOUSE OF-REPRESENTATIVES. United States.
to the provisions of the act of March 18th»
and 18 of less force.
These preparations have dollars to 250,000 dollars, was agreed to—
THURSDAY, APRIL 26.
1818. Secondly, that all persons as above de
given rise to a thousand conjectures. Some per
TARIFF
OF
DUTIES.
On motion of Mr. Root, the Committee of
scribed, who shall have served, as therein
sons assert that these armaments are destined for Ayes 24.— motion to increase the appropria
Report
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
,
on
tion
to
250,000
was
then
made
and
negatived
!
the
Whole
was
discharged
fnom
the
further
!
mentioned,
for any term less than nin®
the expedition in contemplation against Constanro
ucgauveu
line and Bona.”
—Ayes 16, Noes 26. Mr. Foot made an un- |I consideration of the resolutions proposing the adjustment of thetariff of duties on imports. months, under one or more enlistments, and
n
.
j*
* i (
. e
successful motion to take upr the Pension amendments of the Constitution of the United ; Referred to the committee on Manufactures, in not less than six months, shall be entitled to
Persia.—According to late accounts from the i
States in relation to the election of President
receive a pension, according to the act of 1818,.
frontiers of Persia, the plague and cholera had Bill.
1
and Vice President of the United States, and the House, on the 27th ult.—This document, in such proportion only as the term of
hardly began to subside in that country. In some
which was prepared in obedience to two reso his service bears to the term of nine months^
they were referred to a Select Gommittee.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25.
provinces those formidable diseases had carried
off more than two thirds of the population. The
lutions of the House, of the 19th January last,
Thirdly, that each of the surviving officers,
On motion of Mr. Webster, the Senate pro
Case oi Houston.
province of Ghillan appears to have been among ceeded to the consideration of the Apportion
is too long for publication entire in our col non-commissioned officers, mOsicians, and
F.
S.
Key,
Esq.
the
Counsel
for
the
ac

the greatest sufferers. Out of a population of
ment bill. Mr. Webster explained the a- cused, opened the defence in an eloquent and umns. We give below a synopsis of the bill i privates of the army of die revolution, who.
306,000, only 60,000 men and 44,000 women and
shall have served., in the Commautal line,.
!
children remained. The eggs nf the silk worm mendment reported in blank by the Select ' impressive manner, and spoke about two accompanying the report.
| State troops, V@foiateers, or Militia, at one or
have been Completely destroyed here, and it was i Committee,‘and indicated his desire to take hours, when he suspended his argument, at
The basis of the bill is an entire repeal of i more terms, a period of two'years o-r more,
on striking out the bill from the ; the request of Mr. Patton, on whose motion
calculated that it would take seven yéars to pro-,I the question
.
J-T/iti iNA
vi <1 i ncrnvr» 111 /a In ? I /"ir
duce-the same quantity of worths, as formerly. I House,
and
inserting the bill of the ¡'Awimif'
Commit- ! further proceedings were postponed to to the act of 1828^ from and after the third of. during the war ofthe revolution, shallbe en
March, 1833, and a limitation ofthe revenue j titled td receive a pension equal to the
Before the arrival of these diseases, the revenues ! tee, in order to adopt or reject the principle morrow ; and the House adjourned.
afterwards to be raised by a new system of du- ' amounti)f his full pay in the said line, Secon
of Chilian were usually formed at 350,000 to- ¡ of the amendment, leaving the question as to
ties, to the existing expenditures of the gov- ' ding to his rank, but not to exceed, in any
i
•
"
’ decided.
’ ’ ’ ' • The Sen
~’ 
inann'i. Since then, no more than B0,000 to- numbers
to ’be afterwards
FRIDAY, APRIL 27.
manna could be obtained.
eminent, and such other necessary expendi case, the pay of a captain in the said line.
ate was then addressed by Mr. Dallas, Mr.

Mr. Polk, after leave being given, moved tures as may be authorized.
Fourthly, that the officers, non-commis
Clayton, Mr. Dickerson, and Mr. Hill, when
This future revenue, it is calculated, need • sioned officers, musicians, mariners or ma
the question was taken on the amendment of that the Apportionment Bill, with the several
the Committee, and decided as follows: amendments of the Senate, should be referred not exceed fifteen millions of dollars : of' rines, who served in the Naval service ofthe
Yeas—Messrs. Bell, Benton, Buckner, Cham to a select committee, with a view that they which three millions are to be raised from j United States during the revolutionary war,,
bers, Clayton, Dickerson, Ewing, Foot, would- expedite the passing of the bill, and the public lands, leaving twelve to be raised j shall be entitled to the benefits of this act, in
the same manner, and subject to all the proHayne, Holmes, Johnston, Knight, Miller, examine into the several changes made therein from duties on imposts.
Moore, Prentiss, Robbins, Seymour, Silsbee, by the amendments ofthe Senate. After some The act of the 19th May, 1828, to be repealed !I visions in relation to the officers, non-cominisSmith, Sprague, Waggaman, Webster—22. discussion, and a motion of Mr. Adams to
after the 3d of March, 1833 ; after that ! sioned officers, musicians, and privates of the
army.
Nays—Messrs. Brown, Clay, Dallas, Dudley, postpone the motion until Monday next, also
time the duties to be as follows:
These are the provisions of the bill, as re
Ellis, Forsyth, Frelinghuysen, Grundy, Hen a motion, made by Mr. Speight, to refer the
On
wool,
unmanufactured,
not
costing
more
dricks, Hill, Kane, King, Mangum, Marcy, bill to the Committee of the Whole on the than 10 cents a pound, 5 per cent, advalorem, ported by the committee on the subject.
Robinson, Tazewell, Tipton, Tomlinson,•! state ofthe Union, were severally lost, the and costing more than 10 cents a pound, 20 [This bill has passed the House, as will he
motion of Mr.. Polk prevailed, and a Commit
seen on reference to our Congressional diary.)
Troup, Tyler, White, Wilkins—22.
per cent, advalorem.
The numbers being equal, the Vice Presi- | tee of seven was appointed, to whom the
On
manufactures
of
wool,
or
of
which
wool
NEW-i'ORR, MAY 5.
dent stated that, after having paid the utmost I bill was referred.
is a component part, not otherwise specified,
attention to the debate, he had come to the j The House then, on motion of Mr. Mc costing not more than 50 cents a square yard, MOST AFFLICTING CATASTROPHE.
Our city was yesterday afternoon thrown into
conclusion that the bill, as it came from the j Duffie, resolved itself into Committee of the 10 per cent, advalorem.
a great state of excitement, by the most calami
House, was unconstitutional, and he should j Whole on the state of the Union, and took up
On
worsted
stuff
goods,
woolen
and
worst

tous event that we have ever had occasion to
therefore feel constrained, under a sense of i the consideration ofthe General Appropriation ed yarn, 20 per cent, advalorem.
place on record, the details of which we now
the deep responsibility ofhis situation to give bill, with the several amendments returned
On
mitts,
gloves,
blankets,
hosiery,
carpets,
place before our readers. About a quarter before
his vote in favor of the amendment. The a- therewith by the Senate. The amendments and carpeting, 25 per cent. ad valorem.
6 o’clock last evening, the new six story store at
making
increased
appropriations
for
pay
and
mendment was therefore decided in the affir
On flannels, baizes, and all other manufac the corner of Fulton and Clift’ streets, occupied
compensation,
&c.
to
the
Clerks
in
the
Land
mative by the casting vote of the chair.
by Messrs. Phelps and Peck, fell in and buried in
tures of wool, 30 per cent, advalorem.
The question was then taken on filling the Office, the surveyor General’s Office, and in
On manufactures of cotton of all kinds, or the ruins several Clerks, belonging to the estab
the
Treasury,
were
severally
rejected.
lishment, and a number of laborers. We have
blank for the number of representatives with
Upon the amendment to strike out the ap of which cotton is a component part,. 25 per taken pains to ascertain the facts and believe the
[From Le Nou-velliste oj 24th March.}
256, and decided in the negative—ayes 19.
cent, ad valorem—those printed, dyed, colored annexed statement will prove to be accurate.
propriation
of
89,000
for
an
outfit
of
a
Minis

“ We are informed from Berlin that the Court noes 22. The question was then taken on
or stained, to be valued at 35 cents a square
At the time the accident occurred Mr. Thomas
of Russia has addressed to the Foreign Powers, a filling the blank with 251, and decided in the ter to France, an animated and lengthened yard—and white cottons, to be valued at 30
definitive declaration with respect to the future affirmative—ayes 27, noes 14. Mr. Webster discussion arose, in which Messrs. McDuffie, cents a square yard ; on nankeens imported H. Goddard, the book-keeper, and Mr. Josiah
Stokes, the confidential Clerk, were in the count
regulation of Poland. That country is hereafter then moved to fill the other blanks as fol- Archer, Wilde, E. Everett, Ingersoll, Barrin
ing room on the second floor engaged in writing
ger, Wayne, Adams, Barbour, Clayton, Bur direct from China, 20 per cent, ad valorem.
to be divided into three provinces, each of which lows:
i
On
iron
and
the
manufactures
of
iron,
the
at their desks. Mr. Alfred K. Seymour, another
is to have its own representative system.
ges, Drayton, and Burd, participated ; when
was in the counting-room on the first floor.
Maine,
8- North Carolina 13
the question on the concurrence, being taken j same duties as were paid in 1824, with some clerk
The Cholera made its appearance in France
Mr. Pitkin, also a clerk was standing at the front
New Hampshi j 6 South Carolina 10
by Yeas and Nays, stood as follows*.—Yeas unimportant exceptions ; and checks provi door,
under the influence of a North wind, which con
on Cliff street, and saved himself by jump
Massachusetts 13 Georgia
.9
tinued to blow for three days. It is argued that
81, Nays 93. So the amendment was not ded against evasions of the duties.
2 Kentucky
Rhode Island
13
On sugar—brown, and syrup for making ing one side the moment he heard the cracking
the disease is not contageous, for no Physician or
concurred in.
and
running
across the street. Mr. O’Neal, of
6 Tennessee
Connecticut
13
sugar, 2£ cents per pound.
other person employed about the sick have been
Utica, a customer, was ascending the first flight
Vermont
6 Ohio
20
On
sugar
—
white,
clayed
or
powdered,
3£
attacked. There is much panic among the high
SATURDAY, APRIL 28.
of stairs at the moment, and by a miracle escaped
er classes and great changes are taking place in
New-York
40 Louisiana
4
with only a few slight bruises, haying worked
The appropriation bill was again taken up. cents per pound.
the diet of those who frequent the Coffee Houses
7 Indiana
New-Jersey
7
On
Salt,
5
cents
a
bushel
of
56
pounds.
his way out of the ruins about fifteen minutes
After a long debate, in which Mr. Adams
and restorateurs.
The Dilligences are filled
Pennsylvania 28 Alabama
6
On
teas
of
all
kinds
direct
from
China,
and
after the walls felHn. A cartman named Barney
strongly opposed the amendment ofthe Sen
with timid people who are flying from the Cap
Delaware
2 Missouri
3
ate, striking out the appropriation for the out | in vessels of the United States, one pent a who was on the side walk, was partially buried
itol.
There, as in London, the want of cleanli
Mississippi
9
2
Maryland
in the ruins, and was fortunately taken out in
pound
;
otherwise,
10
cents
a
pound.
fit of a Mirirster to France, on the ground that
ness is the principal source of the disease.
about two hours with only a broken arm and a
21 Illinois
Virginia
3
On coffee, £ cent a pound.
it was an encroachment on the just powers of
The Ex-King ofthe Netherlands who is so
On hemp, manufactured, 50 dollars per ton. few bruises. His horse was killed, as was also
The motion was agreed to. The bill was the executive, the House voted to concur in
well known with us as the Arbiter of our Boun
one belonging to the corporation, which was
On sail duck, 10 cents a square yard.
dary, finds himself in infinite difficulties, England then reported to the Senate, and ordered to the vote of the committee of the whole House,
On cotton bagging, 3£ cents a square yard. standing in the street.
and Russia are deserting him.
Count Orloff de be read a third time, by a vote of 23 to 20. against the amendment, by a vote of 102 to 77.
Of the laborers who were in the store, three
clared that the Emperor Nicholas abandoned the Mr. Poindexter introduced a joint resolution
On floor cloths, stamped, painted or print were
taken out alive before nine o’clock, one of
King of Holland to his fate. He then quitted authorizing the President to have executed a
ed,
43
cents
a
square
yard
;
—
other
oil
cloths,
MONDAY, APRIL 30.
whom it was reported died in a few minutes, and
the Hague, and set offfor London.—On the 25th, full length statue of Gen. Washington.
of all kinds, and floor matting, 30 per cent, ad the other two (colored men) were conveyed to
the Plenipotentiaries of Austria and Prussia at
Mr. Doddridge moved to suspend the rules valorem.
the hospital.
the Hague sent in the ratifications of their sove
of the House, with the view of proposing the
THURSDAY, APRIL 26.
On slates of all kinds, 25 per cent, ad valorem.
At the time of the disaster, Mr. Phelps was at
reigns respectively to the treaty so long in agita
appointment
of
a
committee,
to
inquire
into
On
glass,
the
same
duties
as
were
paid
in
The apportionment bill was taken up
the corner of Broadway and Fulton-streefe on his
tion.
return to the store, and his-stm, Anson, who was
for its 3d reading. The yeas and nays being the expediency of fixing an earlier day for the 1824.
a clerk, had just left the counting room. BeniOn olive oil in casks, 12£ cents a gallon.
called for by Mr. Tazewell, there appeared, meeting of Congress than the first Monday in
FROM B UFA OS AYRES.
December, but the motion did not prevail.
On French wines—red, in casks, 6 cents ah Stokes, another clerk, was on his return to the
By an arrival at New-York, Buenos Ayrean yeas 20, nays 18—so the bill was passed.
The hearing of the case of Samuel Hous per gallon ; white do. 10 do. ; all kinds in bot store when the calamity occurred and saw tha
papers to the 21st Feb. inclusive have been re The Senate then, on motion of Mr. Marcy,
walls fall in. It was reported last evening,that
ceived. Considerable excitement has been caus proceeded to the consideration of Executive ton was further postponed, in consequence of tles, 22 cents do. According to Treaty.
female, who was passing by, was buried in the
the continued illness of his counsel. The
ed in Buenos Ayres, by an account from Monte business.
On barley, grass or straw baskets ; compo aruins,
but we could not ascertain its truth.
General Appropriation bill was taken up, and sition, wax, or amber beads"; all other beads^
video of the proceedings of the U. S. sloop of
When we left the ground at half past 12, per
the appropriations of 812,000 for the publica not otherwise enumerated ; lampblack; shell
war Lexington, Capt. Duncan, against the colony
FRIDAY, APRIL 27.
sons were still employed in clearing away the ru
at the Falkland Islands. Ths following account
The Pension Bill was discussed, but there tion of the Diplomatic Correspondence of the i or paper boxes ; hair bracelets ; hair not made ins in order to remove the unfortunate sufferers.
of the transaction is gathered from the British
Government
between
1783
and
1789,
85000
up
for
head
dresses
;
bricks
;
paving
tiles
;
was no question taken, when a motion to ad
At this hour they had discovered the dead bodies
Packet of Feb. IL
for the survey of Narragansett Bay, and
The Lexington having anchored abreast ofthe journ was put and carried. The Senate then 85000 for the Statue of Washington, were brooms of hair or palm leaf; cashmere of of Messrs. Goddard and Stokes, and were about
removing that of the latter, who was found on
thibet
;
down
of
all
kinds
;
feathers
for
beds
;
adjourned
to
Monday.
Colony, a lieutenant and a number of men land
agreed to. The bill was then returned to the and palm leaf for palmetto bats—15 per cent, the first floor between two bales of cotton, with
ed in a boat. Mr. Metcalf, who had been left in,
Senate, with part of the amendments con ad valorem.
his right hand extended, grasping his silver pen
MONDAY, APRIL 30.
charge of the colony, and Mr. Brisbane were at
in, and part rejected. On motion of
which he had been writing with at the time of
the time walking the beach unsuspicious of dan
All other articles not enumerated, as being the
Mr. Foot moved that the Pension Bill curred
disaster.
ger.
The lieutenant invited them to go on be taken up and considered, but a motion to Mr. Clayton, the rules of the House were so either/ree or liable to a different rate of duty,
A colored man was also discovered alive at the
board of the Lexington, which they did. Other proceed to the consideration- of executive far suspended as to allow him to present the and which, according to existing laws, are
same
time and every exertion was making toget
of the committee appointed to visit the liable to a higher ad valorem duty than 15
boats came on shore with marines, who took off
business prevailed, and the galleries were report
him out.
He informed those who conversed
forcibly all the men they could find : most of the
Bank,
which
he
moved
to
refer
to
the
com

per cent, to pay an ad valorem duty of J5
him that there were two dead bodies near
Buenos Ayreans escaped to the interior : the can cleared and doors closed accordingly.
mittee of the whole on the state of the Union. per cent, after the said 3d day of March, 1833. with
him.
non was spiked, powder was set fire to, and the
This motion was negatived. Mr. Wayne
The following to be added to the list of arti
TUESDAY, MAY 1.
It is conjectured that there were from 15 to 18
fire arms were broken in pieces and thrown into
then
moved
that
the
farther
consideration
of
the water.
Mr. Dickerson, from the committee on it be postponed until the following Monday, cles exempted from duty by the existing laws. persons in the store when the accident occurred.
The
store was built last fall and winter, and
Cocoa, almonds, currants, prunes, figs, raSome seal-skins and other articles were taken Manufactures, reported a bill regulating-the
from Mr. Ver net’s store house and shipped on duties on foreign imports, which was read which was also negatived. A motion to print, sins, of all kinds, black pepper, ginger, mace, was recently occupied by Messrs. Phelps and
the Report was then made, and decided in nutmegs, cinnamon, cassia, cloves, pimento, Peck. The lower stories were filled with boxes
board the American schooner Dash, which was and ordered to a second reading.
tin plate, casks’ of wire, lead, copper, &c. and
then lying there.
A proclamation, signed by
camphor, corks, crude, saltpetre, side arms, of
The Senate then took up the xlppropriation the affirmative, and the House adjourned.
the upper stories, were filled with cotton.
Capt. Duncan, declaring the capture of the ves Bill, as it was returned from the House of
flax
unmanufactured,
quicksilver,
opium,
TUESDAY,
MAY
1
The accident can only be accounted for from
sel to be piracy, and announcing the freedom of
fishery, was posted on the door of Mr. Vernet’s Representatives. There was some discussion
On motion of Mr. Clayton the documents quills prepared, tin in plates and sheets, brass the fact that the building was erected in the win
dwelling house. A free passage was offered to on the motion made by Mr. Smith to recede accompanying the report on the administra in plates, marble, hair cloth and searings, blue ter season, from which circumstance the materi
those who wished to leave the island ; and the from the amendment, reinstating the appro tion ofthe Bank of the United States were vitriol, argol, gum arabic, gum Senegal, epau- als were not sufficiently seasoned to support th»
of 9,000 dollars for an outfit ordered to be printed. The Speaker inform- letts of gold and silver, lac dye, madder, mad- , immense weight placed in the premises, ar>d, we
consequence was, that all the female residents as priation
der root, nut and berries used in dying, sumac,! may safely add,from the want of thicker walls—
well as Mr. Vernet’s slaves went on board the for a Minister to France, which resulted in
; ed the House that he had. received another saffron,
Lexington.—The families killed all the cows the Senate’s receding from the amendment,
turmeric, woad or pastel, aloes, am- a circumstance of no uncommon occurrence in
which Mr. Vernet had lent them ; and most of ayes 23, noes 21. The Senate insisted on two I letter from Mr. Key. stating his continued in bergrese, burgundy pitch, bark peruvlan, j this city-.
the beef and hides were sold to the Lexington, of its amendments, re-appropriating certain disposition, and inability to attend on behalf cochineal, capers, calomel, chammomile flow- > In addition to the sacrifice of human life on
which ship finally quitted the Falkland Isles the sums, which had formerly been appropriated, of Gov. Houston, and further proceedings ers, coriander seed, cantharides, castanas, cat- j this melancholy occasion, the loss of . property
22d Jan. and arrived at Montevideo with Capt. for removing obstructions in certain rivers, were postponed Until 11 A. M. ou Thursday,, * sup, chalk, coculus indicus, coral, corrosive cannot be less than forty thousand dollars.
Brisbane and six Buenos Ayrean prisoners.
2 o’clock, P. M.—The colored man has been
Mr. Plummer continued his remarks on sublimate, dates, filberts, filtering stones,
Mr. Vernet has given notice through the pub but which had been paid over to the surplus the case of the Collector of Wiscasset, until
extricated from the ruins, he is very much inju
lic press of Buenos Ayres, that he shall publish a fund, and to that amendment by which the the hour expired ; when the House, on mo frankincense, grapes, gamboge, hemlock, hen red, buthopesare entertaned ofhis recovery.
statement of all the circumstances ofthe case, to appropriation for the Statue of Washington tion of Mr. Hubbard, proceeded to the orders bane, hones, horn plates for lautherns, ox horns,
*
Gazette.
other horns and tips, india-rubber, ipecacuana,
prove that nothing but what was perfectly justifi was stricken out by the Senate. The Senate of the day.
able has been done on his part.
then adjourned.
The N. Y papers contain some further partic
The House then resumed the consideration ivory unmanufactured, ivory black, juniper
A proclamation has been issued by the Buenos
ofthe Revolutionary Pension Bill, which was berries, maccaroni, mill stones, musk, nuts of ulars of" the late catastrophe.
Ayrean Government to the people, which closes
P. S. Half past 12 o’clock—We have just re
ordered to be engrossed and read a third time all kinds, olives, bil of juniper, paintings and turned
as follows :
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2.
from the scene of death. The body of
drawings, rattans unmanufactured, reeds un
Wednesday.
Ayes
125,
Noes
50.
And
the
But, fellow citizens, it is as impossible that the
A Message was received from the Presi
manufactured, rhubarb, rotten stone, tama poor Goddard has been taken out—his head;
Government of Washington will approve such dent enclosing printed copies of two treaties House adjourned.
doubled
over upon the breast.
rinds, tortoise shell, tin foil, shellac, sponges,
acts, as that your Government can tolerate them
The body of young Seymour is seen, but not
sago,
spy
glasses,
telescopes,
sextants,
quad

in silence,-—the former acting upon the principles with Mexico. The bill to establish new post
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2.
removed.
rants, hair pencils, brazil paste, tartar crude, yetThe
of moderation and justice which characterise it, roads was discussed for some time and laid
dead bodies of three Wack men have been
Mr. Plummer concluded his speech on the vegetables, such as are used principally in dy
will no doubt give a corresponding satisfaction, on the table. The consideration of the Pen
taken out during the morning.
due to the dignity of the two republics. In the sion bill was resumed, and Mr. Bayne closed case of the Wiscasset collector. The Pension ing and composing dyes, weld, and all arti
1 o’clock.—The body of Mr. Stokes is seen ;
meantime, whatever may be the result of these his remarks in opposition to it. The appro bill was finally passed by a vote of 128 to 46, cles used principally for dying, coming under but it will be some hours before the rubbish can
disagreeable events, your Government will priation bill was again taken up, and the Sen and was sent the Senate. The Appropria the duty of 12J per cent., all other dying drugs be removed from it.
maintain with equal firmness as its rights the in ate receded from those amendments which tion bill, which was again returned from the and materials for composing dyes, and all oth
The roof of the superb three story dwelling
Senate, was taken up. The House receded er medicines, drugs, and articles not enumer adjoining
violability of the persons and property of North had been insisted on by the House.
is destroyed.
American citizens, and in no case will stain it
from a part of their amendment of the Sen ated in this act or the existing laws, and now
[We are informed by a gentleman from Newself by any ignoble reprisal upon innocent men,
ate’s Amendments, arid insisted on others. liable to an ad valorem duty of 15 percent, to York that previous to the departure ofthe steam
THURSDAY. MAY 3.
who are under the safeguard of the national faith
The bill making appropriations for ports and be free.
er at 4 o’clock, on Saturday ; the bodies of eight
and the national honor.
The bill for establishing sundry new post of harbors was discussed for sometime in com
individuals had been taken from the ruins, who
The
-additional
10
or
20
per
cent,
(as
the
JUAN RAMON BALCARCE.
haff perished.]
fices and post routes, and discontinuing others, mittee of the whole.
MANUEL J. GARCIA.
case may be) now charged on the value of
was further discussed. A motion was made
Buenos Ayres, 14th Feb. 1832.
the merchandize, before the duties are cal
by Mr. Bibb to amend the bill, by inserting a
THURSDAY, MAY 3.
Twenty-one traders of New-Sharon, Ches*
culated to be taken off; all charges for in
Mr. George W. Slocum has been suspended
from bis consular functions in consequence of provision to abolish the postage on newspa
Mr. Polk from the committee to whom the land transportation, commissions, drayage, terville, Wilton, Strong, Phillips, Industry,
the interference attributed to him in the proceed pers, and another by Mr. Foot to reduce the amendment of the apportionment bill by the wharfage, &c. in the foreign country, to be Mercer and Farmington have agreed to form
ings of the corvette Lexington in the Falkland postage on letters to the rates established pre Senate was referred, made a report against considered as constituting part of the cost or themselves into a Temperance Society.
Islands.
vious to the late war. Before any decision the amendment, on the ground that it is both value ofthe goods, and insurance only from
Capt. James Hollis recently took in hist
There has been another dust storm at Buenos was had on these motions theSenate adjourn unconstitutional and inexpedient, It was orthe foreign port of exportation to the United seine
Ayres. The darkness was total for 8^ minutes. ed.
in the Potomac, near Mt. Vernon, 956,.
de red to be pyipted and made the special or- States, to be excepted.
000 herrings at a single haul ?
Paris dates to the 30th March have been received at New-York.
The Belgian question is likelv to he settled
eumrnarily. The conference have refused to
admit the modification proposed and insisted
npon by the king ofthe Netherlands, and the
Emperor of Russia has declined further interfer
ence and abandoned him to his fate. Count Or
loff having declared to the Dutch Government
that if his Majesty would not relinquish his posi
tion, France would invade Holland, and Russia
would remain neutral.
The Cholera was increasing at Paris. In the
three days ending the 30th there were reported
36 new cases and 23 deaths. The number of
cases in private houses was not ascertained.
Nearly all who have been attacked belong to
the lower ranks of society, in confined and crowd
ed, and consequently Unhealthy places.
A species of Negative Warfare has been com- |
rnenced by the Pontiff of Rome, by the suppres
sion of the French Journals. His Holiness re
fuses to make any further concessions.
France by this one arrival, appears to be tran
quil, The preparations at rpoulon, however, in
dicate a warlike temperament.
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It is known that the Senate struck out of
Capital Trial.,—The notorious Mina
the Apportionment Bill $9000 for the outfit
+
- -----Congress.—-In the House on Monday last,
of a minister to France, and that the House
ed at D°yIesi°wn, Penn, on the 24th
SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1832
cUSiOn spoke nearJy two hours in his
PROBATE NOTICE^; “
w ‘■
refused to concur by a vote of 81 to 93. ult* for the Murder of Mr. Chapman. Mrs. own defence.
>
Bank Report.—We have read the very Among those who spoke against concurring Chapman
m was
also tried for the same crime a
Don Pedro’s Expedition.—A brig spoke
a
holden' at
long report of the Committee of the U. States with the Senate and in favor of the appro- few weeks
and for the County of York, on the first Afon.'.a since, but was acquitted. The fol at sea, 27 days from Havre, reports that prepiiation was J. Q. Adams. The Jackson pa
day
in.
May
mthe
year
of our Lord eighteen
House of Representatives which was sent to pers are m ecstacies at this—Mr. Adams took lowing factsappear to have been satisfactorily ?OUl iSai l,ng’ u Was rePorted that Don Pe
hW\\\e\^Md .thlrfftwo> by the Honourable
dro had landed with his troops in Portugal.
Philadelphia to investigate the affairs of the au m,an,y ,and independent ground”—he proved on the trial:
Cour^: 1 A’ HAYES’ Jud^
amendment ot
of the ¡Senate
Senate was
—
United States Bank. The committee consist- though t “ the auieuoment
“ Early in the month of May, 1831, on a cer VnTin« SOnvTi011Republican
ed of seven members—this report expresses | nar^wfifohfon" aSsertionPovvar on their tain evening whilst the family of Mr. Chap
/^kN the petition of Nathan Goodwin, adYoung Men of the U. S. met at City Hall, in
•
--F
¡1 a’t YVhich is contrary to the constitution and
mimstrator of the estate of Witliam
the opinions of/bwr of them, and is evidently an encroachment on the rights of the Exec man were seated around the tea table, the Washington at 9 o’clock, A. M. on Monday
pii»uiier
piesentea mmself at the
door
««
«« monaav Goodwin, late of Acton, in said county, de
pl;!
0a?®night
1d<>or tn
towidi
soa one sided concern, emanating from individ utive, say they. How many months has licit
’s lodging. He wasthe
received
1
h
C‘ Lee
'
of
Was
bington,
was
—y vz* v» «.oiniigtoD,
ceased, representing that the personal estate
.i ,
•?
r."','5’
‘ccwveu wiin c
uals who are opposed to rechartering the in passed since these same papers assailed Mr. the
-----andd James
James Barbour
BarbourJun.
jun. of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
hospitality which charactPri^ozi
tut.. V-L..1
____x .... aairn
?an>> an
characterized Mr.
Chap- o
Secretary,
pro
tern.
Committees
were
select

man.
and
in
n
l
___
.
A
stitution. Some acts of the Bank are com Adams with every opprobrious epithet—de man, and m a short time he became entirely
just debts which he owed at the time of his
ed to examine credentials, procure place of ¿Tnounced
him
a « violator
if thesum of foor hundred and sixtyr,
. as an “ aristocrat”—«
violator domesticated in the house-—acting in all
plained of and in some cases it is pretended ¡
of the constitution —a « reviler of Jefferson,” i things, as if be was one of the family An setting, &c. In the evening, they were to four dollars and forty cents, and praying for
that the officers have violated the charter. No <^c. Ate. Now, he is first rate authority—bis i improper intimacy commenced between iHp meet in catfcus, for the purpose of receiving a license to sell and convey so much of the
direct charges of malepractice on the part of Mews of the constitution are sound—his re- ! prisoner and the wife of his victim Suf- the report of their committees, and of select real estate of said deceased as may be neces
it here to say, that the parties visited ing their President and Secretary.
those in whose hands the management of the (1 marks are listened to with the deepest inter-!
sary for the payment of said debts and inci
dental charges : and also his petition to have
bank is entrusted are made. In no case Ii withathose ofol X1WS haPPen tO C0incide Phi,adelf)hia tether, and sometimes staid
HYMENEAL.
wiin those of me Jackson party on any trivial ' away two or three days together At last
his second account of administration allowed :
does it appear that the public or the stock questton, they seem to be almost beside them- Ithe husband became jealous, and made no
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
holders of the bank have suffered in conse selves for joy Such is “ the pariy”_we lnar- secret ofthis to his household ; and at the ivf Mi nR ?T n York’on the 8th inst- by Rev
Mr-Fuller, ofthls town, Rev. Eber Carpenter, tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
quence of what the framers of the report deem vel not at this conduct m the leaders—their period of his illness, this jealousy had attained to Miss Narcissa Lyman, both of York.
to all persons interested in said estate, by caus
aim is power—the “spoils” of victory are i its height. On the 16th
• -Juney -thea attdinea
prisoner
a misconstruction of their powers by the *
l Raeford, on Sunday evening last, by Jo ing a copy of this order to be published in
among the most prominent objects which they caused a letter to be written calling him to seph W. Leland Esq. of Saco, Mr. Richard the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
Bank officers. We suspect tfie party are seek and we cannot expect to find such gov
Philadelphia, where he bought the poison— p ^Ef-’ ?f Alfred’ to Miss Maria Thompson, of bunk, in said county, three weeks successivesomewhat disappointed that the result' of the erned by principle or acting with consistency. °!n ïo
’
Mr‘ Chapman was taken ill—on Biddeford.
•y, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Rir'J5”001’ R- Mud^e’ °fthe fir"1
investigation affords so little room for surmis But it is strange that the disinterested yeo the 18th he was better- and on the 20th, the n/i S’
wt” at ®aco’
said county, on the
manry should suffer themselves to be driven eventful day, some soup, prepared under the of S H Mudge & Co. to Miss Caroline A. daugh nfirst Monday
es and insinuations which, would tend to les from
in June next, at ten of the clock
°
- post to pillar’- in this manner_to the inspection of the prisoner and Mrs C ter of John Patten, Esq.
sen public confidence in this national institu- I “blow hot or cohl” as certain great ones
In Cambridge, by Rev. Mr. Newall, Rev. Dr. in the forenoon, and shew cause if any they
f was given to him, and on the 23d he died’ in
CÄ °i PoZtland’
Martha S.daugh have, why the prayer of said petition should
lion. The report concludes as follows :
ommand, without any reason being assigned all the excruciating agogjqs arising from poi t^
not be granted.
ter of Stephen Higginson, Esq.
“ It would, therefore, seem to your commit tor the t wnge discrepancy in their opinions. son of the kind administered J and on the 4th
Attest, Wat. Cutter Allen, Register.
Ji trya-.copy—Attest,
or 5th of July the prisoner and Mrs. Chap
tee to be most judicious not to act upon the
OBITUARY.
It is stated that the Indians who were re- man were married ! and soon after, in the ab
May 12
WM' CutTE"r Allen> Agister.
question of rechartering that institution, or of ?2redlaSt year to
of the Mis- sence of Mrs. C. he stripped her house of its
.
.
,
.
, ’ ,------’
r.,di ¡.o i.ne West
w est side of
DlEp-In Kennebunk-port78tin^strE^N^cnartering
any
other
Batiqnal
Bank,
until
the
! sissippi, have t commenced
recrossing to take furniture, which he sold in Philadelphia, tine, child of Charles Austin and Ernestine
■»> ■ LI!
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1
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At a Court of Probate holden at Berwick,
public debt »hall have been paid off, and the Tossession of their former villages, which they bhe, however, forgave this, and gave him let L. Lord, aged 30 days.
within andfor the County of York, on the first
are
determined
to
defend
with
their
lives.
It
ters
of
introduction
to
her
friends
at
the
east,
Born
in
a
world,
where
things
of
fairest
hue
public revenue shall have been adjusted to the
Monday m May, in the year of our Lord
r list fade away ;
where he was arrested.”
is supposed they can muster 1000 men.
measure of our federal expenditures.”
Herself a rose, she lived as roses do.
T™dred and thirty-two, by the Hon.
The Jury brought in a verdict of Guilty
But for a day.
<WiLIAM A’ HAYES’ JudSe °f ^id
In the discussion which arose in the House,
Voice oe the People.—Public meetings and sentence of death was pronounced on
In Kennebunk-port, 1st inst. Mrs. Lydia, wife
on the presentation of the Report, Mr. Adams have been holden in Winthrop and Vassaibor- the Prisoner on the 1st inst. Mina has con
of Seth Burnham, Esq. aged 76.
ON the petition of Nathan D. Appleton
(one of the committee) remarked « that he (lid ough, m Kennebec County, for the purpose fessed his participation in the crime since his
In New York, Lewis, only son of the late Capt. iYcii VVilliam Cutts, administrators of
of
expressing
the
opinions
of
the
inhabitants
conviction. He has detailed « many of the Lewis Thatcher, of Saco.
not know as títere was a single sentence in the
the estate oiRwhard F. Cutts, late of Berwick,
of those towns on several important subjects,
In Lebanon, 23d ult. Charles Augustus, son of in said county, deceased, representing that
Teport in which he concurred—believing as he but more particularly on that of the North circumstances connected with his ill-fated in Capt.
George Gerrish, aged 9 years.
timacy with Mrs. Chapman. Their first
the personal estate of said deceased is not suf
did, that the committee had transcended the Eastern Boundaiy.
Boundaiy, Resolutions
"
were adopt- ! meeting was on board of a steamboat ffoine
In Buxton, 6th inst. Mary, daughter of Mr. ficient to pay the just debts which he owed at
power given them by the resolution under ed reprobating the conduct of the Jackson from Bristol to Philadelphia, on board of Samuel Hopkinson, aged 12 years.
In Limerick, a child of Mr. Samuel Swett the time of his death by the sum of three hun
Which they acted—that the report had been ■ majority m our last Legislature in relation to I which she was brought by a small boat from Also
dred and seventy-one dollars and ninety
very
drawn
up, „„a
and mat
that ne
be should
should ¡ot
ioft
Sh6 approached
aPpr°ached Mina
Mi“a and ton. on the 2d inst. a child of Mr. James Hamil seven cents, and praying for a license to sell
,.
She
V.., recently ó,
a„„ up,
the Governor of thisStale and“ the me«» his
companion, and inquired if they could
In Parsonsfield, two children of Mr. Ichabod and convey so much of the real estate of said
.
.
J ares
the ¡ present National
kdininistra
take an early occasion
to present
some°£views
the present
National Administra- speak French ; he answered no, but that his Weeks.
deceased, as may be necessary for the pay
on the subject, in the form of a report of ti?n-~Several spirited resolutions were like- friend could,
i
_
.............
lv
a
' ’. She recommended them to a
In Portland, on board sehr. Thetis, Mr Gun ment of said debts and incidental charges :
the minority of the committee.”—Mr. Me’f)aT?d a!
annual town meeting in < hoarding house in the city, but they stated nison, of Kittery, Me. He was a oassemrer ftora
ORDERED—-That the petitioner give no
Duffie and Mr Wntmornrh
r
L1)Lcofo County, relative to the bar-, that they had already fixed on one. Shortly the I rovinces—was conscious that he was very
fonmth
’ ™OU^hialso Assented ¡er of our Territory. The following resolu- «fter their arrival, Mrs. Chapman called on sick, but was anxious to reach home and die tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
from the lepoit and Mr. Johnson likewise | pons were adopted at the annual town meet-iMina’ and an intimacy of a suspicious charac- amongst his friends, who are informed that his to all persons interested in said estate, by caus
stated that he dissented from some conclu- ¡
111 ^ew-Castle;
j ter followed, she bearing an assumed name, trunk &c. are at N. E. Deering’s store, Lon<- ing a copy ofthis order to be published ifrtW
0 Kennebunk Gazette, printed in, Kennebunk,sions of the report, but he had felt it to be his
Resolved, That the territory, sovereignty i ?di?a was ar,'esiad for stealing a gold watch Wharf.
In Boston, Hon. Israel Thorndike, a distin m said county, three weeks successively
duty to « sustain the chairman, that he mfoht Í
pers,onal Jiberty of the people of Maine, aa$a musi.c b°ok’
alleges he purchased, guished
merchant, aged 76.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
make the rennrt tn this
i
¡ are Sacrt)d> and we are opposed to selling ei- ( dni. comtllltted to prison. Mrs. Chapman
be holden at Saco, in said county, on the first
make the report to the House very much in : ther territory, or Citizens to Great Britain or ^lla'aced tbis opportunity, and carried off all
Monday m June next, at ten of the clock in
his own way.” 1So it is in fact the report of a ! General Jackson.
’
his
hisclothes,
clothes, watch,
watch, the
the hilt
hilt of
ofaa sword,
sword, which
which
SHIP NEWS.
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any thev
' committee,
'
”■
sobd silver, studded with precious
minority of the
Messrs.
Clayton,(.
1 Resolved, That public Agents in transact- was
have, why the prayer of said petition should
stones,
and
other
articles
of
personal
property.
,n
g
the
People
’
s
business,
can
have
no
good
KENN
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not be granted.
Cambreleng and Thomas. It is considered I
j reason to deal in mystery. And we view it an After being released from prison, having no
Jittest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the joint production of Messrs. Clayton and alarming crisis in the history of legislative acquaintance in the city, Mina determined to
A true copy,—Attest,
arrived.
Cambreleng.
proceedings, when the doors are closed against go to New-York by land, and accidentally
May 4—Brig Cadmus, Perkins, from N- York.
May 12 WM CuTTER Allkn> Register.
the people, and the Legislature pass acts or stopped at Andalusia, for rest and refresh
,T7chs- ,Louisa> Ward, from Boston ; Grape,
r
“ The Executive of the United States having resolves affecting our rights ; and act on sub ment, where, to his surprise, he recognised in Bell, from do.
the lady of the mansion, his chere amie in
appointed the Hon. Edward Livingston to jects not delegated to them.
10—Ofiveian, Elwefl, from Portland, corn to At a Court of Probate held at Berwick, withPhiladelphia. Mr. Chapman at first refused Geo. Mendum.
confer with Commissioners to be appointed by
rn tindfor the County of York, on the first
JOHN HOLMES, Moderator.
him admission, but was remonstrated with by
the Executive of this State, on the subject of
Soloman Hutchins, Town Clerk.
Monday m May, vn the year of our Lord
SAILED.
Mrs. Chapman, and finally assented. That
the N. E. Boundary, the Governor of Maine
e^e^hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon.
May 5—Schs. Ploughboy, Walker, Boston;
with advice of Council, has appointed Hon.
A report was in circulation in Paris, at the night Mrs. Chapman had a private interview Mary, Perkins, do.
A’ ^^YES, Judge of said
Beuel Williams, Hon. Nicholas Emery, i; last dates, that young Napoleon contemplated with him.
MEMORANDAand Hon. William Pitt Preble, Com mis-j, an-escape from Vienna, in order to throw
Since his conviction, Mina has made some
CSES CURTIS, guardian of
Saco, April 25.—Arrived, schs. Maine, Per- i -L t.M- . and Lydia
.z---------vumuus
sinners on the part of this State, to meet the himself on the affections of the French peo disclosures respecting the pdisoning of Mr.
Heard,
persons non compos
nnvinrr his X?
_ A account of—
ple !
r
first
C. which show conclusively his participation ^hS w OrWAGim 9ood 1”tenit, Portsmouth ; 26th, I mentis, havmg presented
appointment by the President.”—Age.
in
that
horrid
transaction.
‘
He
says
that,
on
27th
d JosePh> Den'lis > \ guardianship of his said wards for allowance •
At Potozki, on the frontier of Lithuani,
~ So it seems that the acts of the secret ses
sip. Saffroma, Smith, Boston; schs. CosminFRPn mu*
««wance.
day after his return from Philadelphia, 27th,
sack, do. ; Conduct, Dennis; sip. Friendship L;
„ That the said guardian
sions were no jokes ! Commissioners have there is -a shepherd living who has attained the
with the poison, while at the dinner table, do.
; 28th, schs. Hero, Maine, Wellfleet,and Eliz- i £
notice to all persons interested, by cansactually been appointed on the part of the U. the age óf 169 years.
Mrs. C. requested her husband to place his
States and of this State to negotiate on the
It is stated that but five duels have been i hand on Mina’s head, and feel how soft his abeth, Hill, Boston; 29th, schs. Packet, Hartley, I,ng ® CO^ of th,s order to be published three
and Marne, Smith, do.; 3d inst. sch. Rebecca J weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
subject of the N. E. Boundary I What a hu fought in New-England since its settlement. I hair
was, which he did ; and, while his atten Morrill, do.; sip. Mercury, Benson, do. ; 5th, ! Printed at Kennebunk, in said county that
miliating
‘N::......7 stateTof„ things is this ,I Territory. ^Tlie
ine Washington
vvasnmgton correspondent of the N. I tion was diverted in this manner, she placed a sch. Echo, Woodman, do.; 6th, sch. Norway; ; t{iey may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Citizens, Character and all are to be weighed Y. Commercial Advertiser' says
says he
he is
is unable
unable !‘ portion of arsenic in his glass of wine, which Emery, Richmond via Boston ; 7th, schs. Molly, at Saco, in said county, on the first Monday
out and bartered for money, or land in the to form any opinion as to the probable fate of he afterwards swallowed, and soon become Dennis
; Enterprise, Gfllpatrick, Boston; 8th, in June next, at ten of the clock in the fore
schs.
Betsev and
and Eliza.;
F. -7A • Polly
PrJLr-„a
I
n__ : ’ ------ ---- . ,
yuy. vivrvn Uie iorewestern States, and the former is to be given the Pension Bill, recently
House
schs. Betsey
and Lucy,
Dennis:
v„passed byJ the
...------sick ; but a physician was not sent for until
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
Up . with
a
view
to
its
cession
to
a
foreign
pow1
in
the
Senate.
«
P**
’
—
‘
—
-i
______
•
’
Lark,
Gloucester.
If
the
western
men
unite
,.
l
’
?
da
^
wb
en
he
had
nearly
recovered
from
mi .• .. ...
.?
jJ _ c .t
.i ZI
u •
•
. . . ------lueu uuue: .... 1,0
ucany recovereo trom
.
. m,
'i
U.
the said account should not be allowed.
er . This i» .he end of the flaming resolutions j with the southern men in voting against it, it i ’ts Hl effects.. On
was
Ar
ch. Retrieve, Knio-ht,
Ar. at Boston
Boston,’ 3d
3d,> ssch.
Knight, from
On Monday
Monday the
the fatal
fatal dose
dose was
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
«fnnr
°
given in a bowJ of chicken
b f
an unsuccessful cruise in search of the“Wreck of A trueAttest,
of our Ua.dntnrs
legislators ?; .ff-the
of the “ General
General ert-der«
orders tn
to will k«
be lost.”
Copy—Attest,
s
the Militia of Maine” by our Governor, of the
mentioned.
brig
Hudson.
T
he^ Glorious “ Arrangement.”—The
May
12
CuTTEil
Register.
Cid. at Boston, 8th, brig George, Wise, ofthis
Special AgencieMhe protestations and assev- N> y‘. Dady Advertisejofohe StMays’-'
, ,
------ ,—j~ -“owport, for New-Orleans.
©rations of our citizens After having solemn- ! mg
i„g to
the number
¿■i&t Ships
Ships in
port
to the
number of
of British
in port,
C
onnecticut
.
—
The
Legislature
of
this
Cid. at New-York, 5th, brig Florida, Blaisdell, At a Court of Probate held al Berwick, within
ly declared that this territory was rightfully freiffhts
frei hts dn
do nnt
,,ot mlvunna
advance.-_
, ___
”_ AA Nepw rx„i
State
assembled
at
New-Haven
on the 2d for New-Orleans.
assSn" the’awjdof “e^arbter’.i paper
r1’” °
f
th<!
21st
ult
'
sa
^“
We
<l™te
for
andfor the County of York, on thefirst Mon
of the 21st ult. says—« We quote for
Ar. at Boston, 9th, sch. North Battery, Thomp
assigned, , the award ot the arbiter was »© j i foreign
foreign ports
ports as
as last
last week,
week, but
but id
id to
to LiverLiver- inst. Roger Huntington was elected Presi son, from an unsuccessful cruise for wreck of day in May, m the year ofour Lord eighteen
award” and not binding upon our Govern- : pool, is
rarel obtained
th’o h few
f’„ or no ™
hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon. WILL
is rarely
obtained, though
first dent of the Senate, and Charles Chapman, brig Hudson. The N. B. is the third vessel that
ment-after protesting that we could not and , dflss Amerfoan vessels could he had for less
IAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
has returned from an unsuccessful cruise for the
Clerk.
In
the
House,
Martin
Welles
was
would not abide by this decision, after calling ; £rilM
vessels are
ar0 taking
l||kin at ll-16d.
R
„”
Hudson, which vessel probably foundered at sea O ENJ AMIN STORER, guardian of MoBritish vessels
chwsen Speaker, and>JVat/iame/ Perry and in the heavy gales of last winter
upon the National (xovernment to defend our i
.
. .
"
'
C"ICK’a minor and child of Sam
Ar. at Providence, 8th, sch. Hope and Phebs, uel7 Chick, ,late
rights, and upon a sister State to stand by us in i1 A term of the Supreme Court for Cumber Wm. H. Law, Clerks. The Governor’s Mesof Wells, in said county de
Saco.
land
county,
commenced
at
Portland,
on
the
!
j >•
, ,
the day of trial and aid us in the prosecution 1st ¡„st. The criminal calendar, according Jo I Sag° ""'S ,l
*‘llvcred the same day and 500 copceased, having presented his second a¿¿ount
Ar. at Newport, 8th, sch. D’Wolf, Saco.
of the just work of holding our own, we have at
of guardianship of his said ward for allow
at New-York, 3d, brig Maine, Johnson, ance
last appointed commissioners to negotiate for the Advertiser, was unusually large. There j ’es ordered to be printed. The Governor of Cid.
:
and for this port.
a flattering account of the prosperity
its transfer, and thereby placed ourselves in a : was one indictment “ against Wm. Sears for
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Adv.
at
x\ew-Orleans,
18th
ult.
brig
Sabat,
j
forgery
and
uttering
a
note
at
the
Cdilal
Bank,
!
■
~
most humiliating and disgraceful attitude.
of the State. There are now within its limits Baltimore.
notice to all persons interested, by caus
And let it not be forgotton, that, after our I 17th April, for discount. Some facts came 94 cotton manufactories, having in operation
Ar. at Newburyport, 3d, sch. Intent, Saco. ing a copy of this order to be published
out
leading
to
a
suspicion
that
there
is
a
gang
commissioners have negotiated, neither they ; .
. .
----------------- &
Ar.
at
New-York,
4th,
brig
Caroline,
Smith,
three weeks successively in the Kenne
nor the national executive have the power to i
back Part O1 mis State and New Hamp- 115,000 spindles and 2600 looms, giving em New-Orleans, 18 ; sch. Exchange, Saco.
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
give us a single cent or a single-foot of land.; ®tl”.e’ ei]g’aged >u a conspiracy to defraud the ployment to 4339 persons. Beside this thou
Ar. at Boston, 5th, sch. Tremont, Davis, from county, that they may appear at a Probate
of 1this, ®
State
and New
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, by
by sands of persons are employed in the manu an unsuccessful cruise for brig Hudson, aban
If we receive any thing we must receive it at '| banks
. °*
tate
and
Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said county,
„.„ii executed
------- ...j notes
the hands of Congress, and who is to insure i °well
notes of
of respectable
respectable facture of wool, iron, leather, &c. All the doned at sea.
At Havana, 23d ult. brig Lima, Perkins, unc. on the first Monday in August next, at ten of
,
. nsible individuals for discount. We
.To
us aught from this quarter ? The probabili-, and
resp°
manufactures are in a flourishing condition. Cid. 17th, ship New-Orleans, Cole, N. Orleans. the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
ty is we never snail get enough to pay one learn that one such was recently discounted
At Cadiz, 22d, barque Com. Morris, Fairfield, any they have, why the said account should
half the sum which the state has expended. at South-Berwick for $1500 which proves to The Governor recommends an increased at disg.
not be allowed.
So much for Jackson rule. So much for par be a forgery, and as yet is traced to no one. tention to the culture and manufacture of
Attest, \Nm. Cutter, Allen, Register.
SPOKEN.
ty discipline. There remains one thing for Verdict guily—continued for sentence.”
silk. On the subject of Manufactures the
April 9. lat. 20, Ion. 58 30, brig Richmond- A true copy,—Attest.,
the people of Maine to do—to throw the sin
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
It is ascertained that the number of persons Message contains the following sensible re Packet, Gould, 21 days from New-York for Porto
May 12.
ofthis iniquitous business on the shoulders of on board the steamer Brandywine, when she mark
Rico.
those to whom it belongs—cast out their was burnt, was 145 or 150. Only 76 were
Jackson rulers and thus declare to our sister saved.
« The prosperity & success of manufactures
Improve your breed of Horses»
Administrator9« Sale.
have become identified wjth the vital interests
States their abhorrence of the act and the act
An Antimasonic State Convention will be of our country, and cannot now be abandon
ILL be sold at Public Auction, by vir
ors. If we have lost our territory, it is a source
tue of a license from the Judge of
of some consolation to know, that our char holden at Augusta, on the 4th of July next, ed, without the sacrifice of some of our dear
for the purpose of nominating candidates for est rights, and rendering the fairest portions of
Probate, within and for the County of York,
stand the ensuing
acter can be saved.
Governor and for Electors of President and our land, wide-spread fields of poverty and at the dwelling house of James M. Ross, late vfXjF
’ *
season at the stable
Vice President. Each town in the State is desolation.”
of Kennebunk, deceased, on Saturday, the IS T
oi tbe subscriber in Hollis,
An address will be delivered by the Rev. invited
to send one or more delegates.
26th inst. at nine of the clock, A. M. all the
- on Monday, Wednesday,
Mr. Blackallar, of Somersworth, N. H. before
The permanent civil list fund of the State personal property of said James M. Ross, Thursday and Friday, of each week.
The Paris Jeffersonian of Tuesday, says
the York County Temperance Society, in “ many
snow drifts yet remain in the fields” amounts to $435,102 61, the interest of which consisting of
Terms—$6 00, 3 00 and $2 00.
York, on the evening of Wednesday the in that vicinity.
Household Furniture, Cooking Stove,
is applied to the current expenses of the Gov
(t/53All Mares disposed of within the year,
Clock,
Blacksmith
Shop
and
Tools,
will
be charged as with foal.
thirtieth day of May inst. A general attend
The Somerset Journal states that large ernment.—The revenue to the State for the
Boat and Rigging, and a Boat House, &c.
JOHN WORTH.
ance is requested.—[Com.
numbers of sheep and lambs in that county year ending on the 31st of March last, amounts
Hollis, May 2, 1832.
Conditions made known at the opening of
have been destroyed by worms in their heads. to $82,657 15—the disbursements during the
the Vendue.
Rhode Island.—The Legislature of this Out of a flock of 52 Iambs belonging to a gen
DAVID ROSS, Administrator.
NOTICE.
State assembled at Newport, on Wednesday, tleman in that section 32 had died from this same period were $73,66576—leaving in the
HE subscriber having contracted with
Kennebunk, May 8, 1832.
last week. J. L. Tillinghast was elected cause. The same paper complains of the | treasury on the 1st ult. $10,83835 in cash &
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
backwardness of the spring—says the snow '
Speaker of the House of Representatives and has not yet “ wholly disappeared from the’l $243 19 in notes.—After paying every expoor of said town for one year, hereby gives
pense
incurred
for
the
support
and
manage

SEED
B^RL.EY.
notice that he has made suitable provision
A. C. Greene, Clerk. The committee ap fields and there is a good deal of it yet re
ment of the State Prison for the last year, QEED BARLEY that is perfectly clean for for them at the town Work-House, and here
pointed to canvass the Gubernatorial votes, maining in the woods.”
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
there remains a balance in favor of the insti kJ sale by the subscriber. WM. LORD.
reported the whole-number to the 5594. For
May 11, 1832.
The first Salmon brought to the Portland tution of $8,713 53. The whole number of
any of the Paupers of said town, as he is de
Arnold 2711 ; Fenner 2283 ; Sprague 592 ; Market, this season, was served up for dinner
termined to pay no bill for their support.
Just opened awl for sale
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
8 scattering.—Mr. Arnold wanted only 87 at Mr. Appleton’s Hotel on the 31st ult. It prisoners on the 1st ult. was 192, of which 18
weighed 18 lbs. and cost $18.
were females.—The interest arising from the
Kennebunk, May 1,1832.
votes to be elected.
State lund
Fund . fov
for the support of Common A HANDSOME Assortment of Mixed and
David Newbegin, arraigned for passing btate
NION QUESTIONS ; Malcom’s Bible
in JLPortlands
has j¡ -------Schools,
during the year ending wu
on the
1st VA
of
Diamond Straw Bonnets, of beautiful
VI LldlJlA; liti»
vnvy j UTll
VXJC5 JLOV
The town of Guyarna, P. R. was entirely counterfeit U. S. Bank Notes, 111
Dictionary, and a great variety of
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
destroyed by fire on the 11th ult. The light been discharged—the testimony before the March last was $76,585 50, and a part of the style by
BOOKS FOR SABBATH SCHOOLS j
inTrin^ng
in
a"biÌ.
SUffiCÌent
“
‘
hei
"
fund
is
re
l
lresra
'
te
'
1
“
unproductive
!
There
May
9,
1832.
2is
American
School Geography, by Barnum
was distinctly seen at Ponce. Tlie Ware
Field, and a large assortment of
were 85,095 children between the ages of 4
houses on the beach were not injured. A
UN POWDER, for sale by the Cask or School Hooks
I The Executive Council of this State ad^tationan.
brig loaded with lumber for the. relief of the ,' journed on Tuesday last, to meet again on and 16 years, at an enumeration in August
at retail by
J. K. MILLER.
Constantlyfor sale by D. REMICH
last
sufferers had sailed from Ponca
I the 15th of next month.
May 5,
May 4,1832,
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SPRING GOOPS-

NOTICE TO RHEUMATIC

Ii st.

INVALIDS !

the County

ERSONS suffering under Rheumatic Af
of York.
fections are respectfully assured that
ritt ot saiu County,
vouu.y, -«-TAS just received a very large and well ta Edition to his former Stock, «ompnses
rpHE undersigned Sheriff
they can obtain of the proprietor and his
==:====:==:5^E^VENIN g.
most every article usually called for in tms
I
would represent to your Honors, that . g~| selected stock of
vicinitv and he is disposed to sell them on agents a safe and admirable remedy for
BY T. MOORE.
the Gaol in Alfred, is old and much out of re
dry GOODS.
very reasonable terms for cash or other good RHEUMATISM, however obstinate the
pair and s not what the law of 1821 contemNow, nearly fled was sunset’s light,
—AMONG WHICH AKE—
disorder may be, and in all its different
EesTviz. Sufficient and conveinent apart- Broadcloths ; Cassimeres; Vestings ;
Leaving but so much of its beam
1 PJmong them are the followingviz.
ments for receiving and lodging prisoneis foi
As gave to objects, late so bright,
,
Fl??“?.'’ .li^TItae^ »d'o««
1
Hpbt and keeping them separate and apart
The coloring of a shadowy
’
S,ageS’ (ir-DR.
from felons and other notorious offender’s, and VSlo!adlothsS--IStripes, &c. for summer wear; Blu(^ Mixed and White Cassimeres ;
And there was still where day had set
American Gingb^C^oes
;
keeping minors, convicted and charged with . fesfr
A flush that spoke him loath to die
English and
and American
Uingnain»,
will afford immediate relief to the patient,,
crime, and all prisoners upon first co^ion’ Printed Muslins ; Pongees; Colored Silks
A last link of his glory yet,
separate and distinct from notorious offenders. White and Colored Cambricks ;
Binding together earth and sky.
and has sometimes been attended with such
He would further represent, that the apart Plain and Figured Muslins; Linens ,
Oh '. why is it that twilight best
extraordinary success as to cure the most
Cotton Plaids and Checks ,
auirtinffs*
Becomes e’en brows the loveliest,.
ments are so constructed and exposed to a Lawns ; Barrage ;
distressing Rheumatism in twenty-four
That dimness, with its soften.mg tottch,
northwest aspect, that in the winter, they can Flag, Bandanna, Flag bi IK, ( Handkerchiefs .; Brown & Bleached Sheetings & Shirtinos,
hours, even when of years standing.
’
Twilled
Jean
;
Nankin
;
.
Can bring out grace unfelt before,
not be made what the law contemplates, comBlack Silk and Cotton S
This highly valuable Liniment is recom
And charms we ne’er can see too much.
iortable-and in the summer, they are far from Shawls ; Dimoties ; Gloves; Hosiery ,
When seen but half enchant the more.
mended with a confidence founded on the
being so.—He would therefore suggest the Laces ; Footing^
Footings ; Edgings ; X.1UIU. :,
Silka/dTwist; Threads ; Ribbons; Long Lawn
J
;
propriety of an examination of the prison^at
experience of many years, not only as a
thisPterm of the Court, and should your hon Sewing I-----Why is it, but, that every joy
cure for that excrutiating disease, but as an
XVanWS! Needles ; Corab» ; Cotton Sewing Thread ; Linen Floss ;
In fullness finds its worst alloy :
ors be of opinion, that a new prison is necessa
excellent application for Stiffness of the
And half a bliss but hoped or guessed,
Tapes ; Ladies Cotton Hose ;
ry would pray that a Committee may be ap
joints, Numbness, Sprains, Chilblains, fyc.
Yarns;
pointed to report a plan and estimate of a
Is sweeter than the whole possessed
Colored Worsted do. ;
Among a mass of testimony in favor pt
Gentlemen’s Mixed Cotton do.;
.
That Beauty dimly shone upon,
building, suited to the wants of the County, at Sheetings ; Shirtings ; Tickings ’
Worsted
Gloves;
White
&
Black
Silk
do.
,
the
success of the Liniment as a thorough
A creature all ideal grows ;
the next term of the Commissioners.
Umbrellas ; Navirenoes ; &c. &c.
And there’s no light from moon or sun
Kid do.; Pound and Paper Pins ;
remedy for Rheumatism, the proprietor
BENJA. J. HERRICK,
¿LSO-AN ASSORTMENT OF
Sheriff of the County of York.
Italian Sewing Silk; Twist; _____
Like that imagination throws—
selects the following as presenting genuine
CHOCSEXY,
»
Why is it but that fancy shrinks
CiebUe^& Las^in^do^^Silk Braids^ Cords; ¡„stances of its efficacy.
.
Attesh°JERE.
BRADBURY,
Clerk.
Even from a bright reality,
Hah
Coníbs;
Fancy
Hdkfs.;
Stay
Lacings;
and
Surprising
Cases.
And turning inly, feels and thinks
Groceries, $£•
— .
For heavenlier things than e er will be.
Calicoes from 6d to 2b per yard ;
A gent
man,
At a Court of the County Commissioners for
' v n i |* e
v^***<*
*» 5 Mr. R. of Charlestown,
- (who
v
All of which, and many other GOODS not Thibet Raw Silk, Valentía & Cotton b^awis,
,„r.„....s ...
’
said County, held at Alfred on the second
can &be referred
to) had keen
been mnfinedto
confined to his
his
specified, will be soldICHEA'P for CASI .
Silk Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Flag Silk do.;
Genekal Houston.
The Washington
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1831.
bed most of the time for a week, suffering
Kennebunk,
Apnl
21,
1832.
___
RDERED, That an attested copy of the
Gentlemen’s Italian Silk Cravats;
corespondent of the New York American
most excrutiating pain from Rheumatism ;
foregoing application be published in
Grecian Boots for Children ;
Advocate
after having had recourse to the round ot
the Kennebunk Gazette and in the Maine
Bro we bp Colored Cambrics 5
.
with the following brief sketch of the past 1
pSñ and Fig’d Muslins ; White Cambrics; antidotes usually resorted to in this com
Democrat, before the session of said Commis
life of the late Gov. of Tennessee :
^TOJTE
plaint, but without benefit ; and while m
Cambric Muslin ; Lace ; Lace Footing
to be held at York, within and for
« Those of your readers who are ignorant sioners
j
HAVE JUST RECEIVED,
this state of suffering, and no prospect of
Belt Ribbons ; Hooks & Eyes ; Scissors
County of York, on the Tuesday next
of Gen. Houston’s history, may take some m- said
,
Boxes Paints ; Ribbons ;■ Pressect Ciapes ,
relief, Mr. Caleb Sy mines, who was his
terest in the following brief but correct ac before the last Monday of May next-when
DOZ. Fancy Chairs ;
Bonnet Wire ; Rattan ; Battiste Robes ,
count of it. The late war found him a pu and where the said Commissioners will take
neighbor, and who (owing to the extraordin
Crockery and Glass Ware ;
Cambric do. ; Plain Blue & Pink Ginghams ; ary benefit he had himself experienced from
into further consideration the aforesaid apphvate in the service, and, after the wai
100 Rolls Paper Hangings ;
English Plaid do. ; Wick Yarn ; Suspenders ,
fought with Jackson against the Indians, as
Umbrellas; Cloth Brushes; Quality finding, its use.) recommended the article with such
Lieutenant ; at the battle of the Horse Shoe, CatlOn‘Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Black Sarsnet; Fig’d & Gro de Naples Silks, confidence as induced Mr. R. to make use
he was wounded, inconsequence of which he
S-dock P. M. When they^m»el.
of it, which,he did, with the usual success
E.
Green Sarsnet; Bombazeen ; Circassians ,
still draws a pension. When the army was fUliN
attending its administration, viz ; immediate
disbanded, he embraced the law as . «feSpotted
Flannel
Rattinetts
;
Kennebunk-port, April 20,1832. _____ Morocco Walking Shoes ; Kid Slippers, &c.
mitigation of pain, relief, and cure !
sion, and had some success in it. Entering
with much ardor into politics, he became a
—A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF—
Mr. T. of this city, was attacked with a
NOTICE.
TVAS for sale, recently received
member of the Legislature of Tennessee, and
HE subscriber would inform the public Crockery
very violent Rheumatism in his back, which
JljL from Boston, White and
Glass
Ware^i»
:
was subsequently elected to Congress. In
that he has closed his business of man
Red Lead, Litharge, F. Yellow,
an application of this Liniment (on going to
China
& Blue Printed Tea Setts ;
Congress he had some reputation, «nd from
ufacturing Tin Ware, and wishes for a settle
 Printed
Chrome Yellow, Chrome Gre6n,
bed) instantly relieved, and cured by morn
Blue
Plates ; Ewers & Basms ; .
it he was elected Governor of Tennessee In
ment
with
all
persons
with
whom
he
has
Ven. Red, Prus. Blue, S. Brown,
Edged Plates ; Blue Ptd. & C. C. Teas ,
ing—observes he never used any thing
a year or two after, while he still held this
which gave him so much and So great relief.
office, he married a lady in that
and Vermillion, Rose Pink, Umber, Whiting, Em a N B All persons indebted to his Pedlars Blue Printed Custard Cups ; B. P. Bowls ,
Large Edged Dishes ; Sugars; Creams ;
An old Revolutionary Officer near Bos
before the honey moon was well over, he ery, &c. Dutch Linseed Oil, Spt. Turpen are mqiested
Salt
Cellars
;
Covered
Chambers
;
tine,
Glue,
Varnish,
Japan,
Ground
Logwood,
abandoned her, resigned his office, and re
ton, was sorely afflicted for yeairS with
Fustic
Red
Wood,
Copperas,
Madder,
Oil
Glass
Lamps
;
Vinegar
Cruets
;
Tumblers
,
treated from civilization to a residence among
Rheumatic complaints, especially in his
Kennebunk-port, April 20.
________
savages, whose language, dress and
of Vitriol, Otter, Gold and Brass Leaf, Pumice
and limbs, which were frequently
WARE GOODS, ; joints
life he adopted. The cause which led to this StALS0&an extensive assortment of genuine
jPALM LEAF HATS.
much swollen,—could obtain only tempora
mad course, it is not necessary to mention,
Such
as
Coffee
Mills
;
Patent
Wheel
Heads
but he is said to have refuted it, and to have DRUGS MEDICINES, M of which are JUST received and for sale
Fancy & Common Bellows; Paint Brushes ry relief from medical advice, or the use of
made public declarations as to the innocence offered at Boston prices................ ... ........ ......
Floor,
Hearth and Horse do. ; Curry Combs, ,various remedies, and had dispaired of help;
April 21, 1832.________ .
of his wife. They are still, however, sepa
Shovels & Tongs ; Scale Beams ; Hand Saws, when a friend who had witnessed the won
FRESH
&
GENUINE
rated, she refusing to live with him. He has
derful effects of this Liniment, advised him
Fine Iron Back do. ; HoeS;
Returned, lately, tozhis tnends, and to the hah- (
to make use of it, which be did, with the
RESH GARDEN SEEDS put up by the Back Straped Shovels;
its of civilization.”
Shakers of last year’s growth, for sale Goodyear’s Patent Manure Forks ;
most happy effect ; it reduced the swelling
j». ttEJVUCII,
The correspondent of the Advocate must
b
J. K. MILLER. Double & Single C. Steel Plane Irons ;
in one night.
AS FOR SALE a good assortment of
be in error. The late acts of the Go^nor,
rjonaes
•
Chisels;
Spoke
Shaves;
April 13, 1832.____ _ _____________ _
(This article is considered so superior
Mill^Files, 3 Sqr. do. Round & Half Round do.
prove that he has not returned to habits ot
SARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
to
every thing else, and to possess such uncivilization.—Transcript.
Shoe Rasps ; Shoe Hammers ;
from the New-England Seed-Store, in Boston,
Knives • j common virtues, that it is ordered from disraised expressly for that establishment.—Great WILLIAM LORD, has just received a Nail Hammers ; Sb»®.1 huread
Shoe-makers Awls; Pinchers ; Shoe Knives, i taut parts of the country.)
In looking at the list of Yeas and Nays in care has been taken to have every sort raised
lot of Clover and Herds Grass Seed.
Shoe Tacks ; Joiners Rules; Iron Squares ,
1816, on the question of incorporating the in the greatest purity, perfectly distinct from
An agent recently writes: a Please send
April 7,1832.
__________
Ink Powders; Steel Tongue Squares; Brads, me a further supply of Jebb’s Liniment the
United States Bank, we find among the latter, any other sort of the same species. Some
those of Christopher Gore, Ruris King, Dan few varieties of the seed which will not ripen
Tacks ; Iron & Brass Table Hinges ;
first opportunity.—I shall probably sell a
iel Webster, John Sergeant, of Pennsylvania, in this country, are imported from the first es
LL the accounts of the Subscriber, which' Knives & Forks ; Carving Do ;
considerable quantity, as it is recommended
John M’Lean, of Ohio, Timothy Pickering, tablishments in Europe, whose veracity and
were made In Wells, must be settled pri Rogers Pen Knives ; Double Blade Do. ,
by some of our*physicians very highly.
&c. ; and among the Yeas, John C. Calhoun, faithfulness may be relied on. These seeds or to the 20th of May next, or they will posi- Iron Butts ; Wood Screws ; Sad Irons ;
Another agent writes : u 1 wish you to
Wilson Lumpkin, the present Governor of are neatly put up on
--------.
, in small•. patwely be left with an Attorney for adjustment, Commode Knobs ; Compass Saws ;
a new plan,
Georgia, John Forsyth, one of the present pers, labelled and sealed, with printed direc- without discrimination.
forward me some more of Jebb’s Liniment,
Britannia & Iron Table & Tea Spoons ;
Senators of Georgia, R. H. Wilde, one of the tioni on each package, for its management;
Brass & Jappan’d Door Latches: Bed Cords,1 which has recommended itself very highly.
HENRY KINGSBUR1.
present Representatives of Georgia, and in and every sort warranted to be of the first quali
Kennebuhk, April 10, 1832.
______ _ Clothes Lines ; Cod Lines ; Fi§h Hooks ;
Price 50 cents a bottle.
short, the entire delegation of Georgia in both ty. Among them are the following
Brass Door Knockers ; Cupboard Turns ,
Houses, with one exception, and the entire
Bristol Bricks ; Hindostán Oil Stones ;
newgoods
Xf^The Painful and Debilitating Com
CAStUESr SEEDS. and MME#
délégation of South Carolina with two excep
O’Donel’s, Day & Martin’s Blacking, &c. &c.
#
plaint of
tions. As a general remark, the South was
Early Turnip-rooted, brcuvu
—ALSO—
AVE iust received a large assortment of
more in favor of the Bank than either the Long Blood Beet ; Mangel Wurtzel ; Early
Hollow
Ware
of
all
kinds
;
SPRING
GOODS,
which
they
will
North or West. As another general remark, York, Early Dutch, Large Cape Savoy, Green
sell on the most reasonable terms.
the Old Federalists were opposed to the Globe, Large Drumhead, and red Dutch Cab- s
receives immediate relief, and in nUf^rotfS
Saco, April 11.
6w’
Bank. As a third general remark, those were bage ; Long Orange, & Early Horn Carrot ;
guocesiies ;
instances has been thorc'óghly cured,
opposed to the Bank who are now in its fa Early Dutch Cauliflower ; White Solid
Chests Souchong TEA ;
by the administration of
Celery ; Curled Cress ; Early Frame, Early FISHING SCHOONER
vor, and vice versa.—Jour. Com.
Young Hyson
do. ;
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FDR THE
Green Cluster, Long Green Turkey, Long
For Sale.
Java Coffee ;
rp H E Hull and Spars of a
Voice of Connecticut. This State has Prickly Cucumber ; Royal Cape Head, and
I
Schooner built for the fish- liliiiiiiisiiii'ill^fc Prime Retailing Molasses ;
again triumphed over the machinations of the Imperial Lettuce ; Green Citron, and Persian
Porto Rico, and Loaf Sugars ;
Se» of refl»™. Victory, more glonou» Musk Melon ; Round and Long Carolina )jluaxbk ing business—of White Oak and Havana,
■
HIS approved compound also miti
Starch ; Indigo ; Pepper ; Pimento ; Cassia;
than we could have anticipated, ‘ sits on our Water Melon ; White Portugal, Yellow
oopper fastened, of the following ;Nutmegs ; Cloves ; Saiaeratus ; Ginger;
gates and removes the symptoms
helms’ Our friends abroad may take cour Straw Colored, and large dark red Onion ; dimensions—
Bar
Soap
;
7
9
and
8
10
Glass
5
_
.
.
which
frequently
accompany that disorder,
Double
Curled
P
arsley
;
Low
Dutch
P
ars

age. Maine may sell herself for a few pieces
Fifty-eight feet long;
Superfine Flour ; Bacon ; . Smyrna Raisins ; and increase the danger of the patient, viz.;
of silver, and New Hampshire send her nip ; Squash Pepper ; Early Scarlet Short
Seven and a half deep ;
New
Rice
;
Kegs
Tobacco
;
Smoked
Herring
,
pains in the Loins—Headache—loss of
« small still voice” to Congress ; but Connec Top, and White Turnip rooted Radish ; Early
Seventeen feet wide ;
.
*
Appetite—Indigestion, and other marks of
ticut will be consistent—true to the Union and Bush, Long Warted, Long Yellow Crook and measures about Sixty tons and is a first Fine Salt ; Alabama Cotton ; Gunpowder ;
herselfi Our friends at the West may indeed Neck, and Canada Crook Neck Squash ; Ear rate vessel.—Can be fitted for sea in all the Shot ; Cut 4d, 6d, lOd and 20d Nails ;
debility.
Wrought do.; Cart Boxes ;
greet us with, “ AU hail Connecticut. What ly White Dutch, White Flat Winter, and
A relieved Patient writes from à distance,
—by
T;r™rrNd!nTn>v
No.
1,
2,
and
3
Mackerel
;
Sperm
Oil
;
makes the success of our ticket peculiarly Long Yellow French Turnip ; Summer Sa- month of April
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
“ It is but justice to you to inform you, that
Soerm Candles ; Sheet Lead ;
_
,
gratifying is, that there are but thirty persons1 VORY, &c.
Kennebunk-landing, April 14,1832.
Iron of all kinds from 1 to 3 inches in width ; I have used your Dumfries1 Remedy for
Early Mohawk, Early China Dwarf, and
in the State that cannot read—therefore the
the Piles for sometime past, and have found
Square Swedes do.
result of the contest shows that it was> the; London Horticultural BEANS ; Early WashApprentice Wanted,
Besides many other articles not here specified. it eminently successful.”
cool, deliberate judgment of the PEOPL * ingtbn Peas.
_
ANTED immediately by the subscri
Kennebunk, April 19, 1832. ________
An Officer in the army observes—“ I
that gave a verdict in favor of Henry Clay.
Great Pariety of
ber, a lad about sixteen years of age,
New Haven Republican.
have
been troubled for years with the Piles,
IFRMTO.V
’
S
I
as an
and have never found any remedy that
The Newport Spectator, in a paragraph on All of which will be sold at Boston prices.
would compare with yours. It gave me al
Kennebunk,
Kennebunk, April 6, 1832.
________ April 13,1832.
the late election in New Hampshire, says—
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
most immediate relief.”
“ Of one hundred and eight Representa
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
A Physician and Druggist writes, 1
tives returned, one hundred and fifty-three are
cation.
See
directions.
HE Subscriber has for sale TURKS
have sold all the medicine you sent me,
HE subscriber will purchase first quality
Democrats.”
rffNHE
character
of
this
celebrated
OintISLAND SALTilliam wrd
We infer from the above that it takes a
of HAY, till the middle of May.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, which is so highly recommended for the
“ Democrat” and a half to make a Represen
WM. LORD.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome Piles. I wish you to send me one dozen
tative in New Hampshire. There is certain
April 21.
Kennebunk, April 28, 1832._________ __
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of more by thè bearer.”
ly good sense” in the calculation.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
pOTTOX MATTING, for Sale
“
Hingham Gaz.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
V? by
JOSEPH K. MILLER.
be
administered to all ages and both sexes.
CONTINUE TO TRANSACT BUSIN ESS IN
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS
April 27.
We have the best reasons for believing
which are so eminently useful for removing Plain and ample Directions with a descrip
SACO,
AS
AUCTIONEERS.
tion of the complaint accompany each
that but one ticket for Presidential Electors
all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
Cash advanced on consignments.
will be run in this state in opposition to the
package, which consists of two boxes, one
Afresh
supply
is
just
received,
and
for
sale
by
Saco,
Jan.
1832.
tL
Jackson ticket ; and if so, there is little doubt
containing an Ointment and the other an>
LL those persons who have unsettled ac
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
of the result. Francis Granger will be nomi
counts with the late firm of Palmer fy
Electuary.—Price $1 for both articles or
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
GREISS
SEED.
nated at Utica by the Anti-Masons for Gov
Miller, are requested to call and have them
50 cents where but one is wanted.
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland.
ernor, and Samuel Stevens for Lieut. Gov adjusted without further delay. And all those 0F a very superior
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
*#N°ne genuine unless signed on theernor.—JY. Y. Jour. Com.
indebted to P. & M. by note or account are
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. r.
April 13,1832._______________ Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, a"d ,a," ®rd^® l°’ outside printed wrapper by the sole Proprirequested to make immediate payment to the
Cholera in Maine.—The Editor of the Exe Subscriber, as it is his wish to avoid making
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.' etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor t®
ter News Letter, after giving an account ot cost by placing the demands in the hands of
the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale
the case at Topsham, inserted in a late number an Attorney for collection. Good Mechantable
PECTORAX RAES AM,
with all the other “ Conway Medicines,”"
-jy N
ANT
ED
to purchase
purchase immediacy
immediately
of this paper, remarks :
HOOPS
&
STAVES
NTE
D
to
efficacious
remedy
for
PINE BOARDS, or —pat his counting Room, No. 99, next door to*
The sickness of the girl and the nausea ot will be received in payment,
ym»'----------------’
----JONA.JONA.
FISKE.
FISKE.
©©TOSSS
<S©IL1©®i’8 J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
the parent may be easily accounted for by
J. K.
MILLER.
other means. It is well known that the con
and Hanover streets, near Concert H all, Bos
Kennebunk,
veHucuuu«, April
x>yw 7,
71832.
------------------ ______
rg5lIIIS
ns remedy is one that has been
be<
April
25,
18
32.
_________________
_
pretents of a sailor’s chest are ordinarily of a
ton :—& also, by his special appointment,
„
„„
‘
.
„I
„-L
—
1°
TO
JLET.^
pared
with
special
reference
miscellaneous character—and frequently when
r?TO
LET.-a
by
thnsp.
comnlaints
of
the
early
stages
of
those
complaints
the
breast,
it is opened after having been for a long tune
rr^O be let and possession given produced by colds, that by neglect, so often
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.__
HE subscriber has a number of MOW
closed, it emits an exceedingly unpleasant etimmediately, the Store late lay the foundation of Consumption ; and yet, FIVE DOLLAROEWARI).
ING TILLAGE FIELDS, to Let,
fluvia. That it was so in the case in question,
ly occupied by Daniel Wise which if seasonably attended to and judicious
on good terms, for the ensuing season.
there can be no doubt, especially when we
WHEREAS some person or persons are
&, ÇOi—For particulars call on ly treated, will yield to the proper remedies
He has also PASTURAGE for several
learn there was garlic in the chest. This ea- 1 COWS.
in the habit of cutting and sawing
JOSEPH
STORER.
This
preparation
has
been
found
by
repeat

John
Frost
or
George
Wise.
si] y accounts for the nausea of the mother—
down young thrifty trees on land of the sub
Kennebunk, April
,
ed
trials
to
be
successful
in
curing
coughs
Kennebunk,
March
31,1832
.
_____
and we believe that instances are by no means
scriber, the above reward will be paid to any
hoarseness and soreness of the lungs and person who will give such information as win
~—^aaristox war»,
uncommon, where excessive vomiting, with QEEDIbAREEY, for sale by
throat,
produced
by
colds
and
the
influenza.
JOSEPH K. MILLER.
symptoms of illness similar to those which the
enable him to bring to justice the person or
Continues to transact business at Saco, as a
It may be taken without subjecting the
girl experienced, have been occasioned by
Aprì! 26.
~
COMMISSION MERCHANT.
persons so offending.
person
to
the
inconvenience
of
an
alteration
CASH ADVANCED ON CONSIGNMENTS.
eating garlic—especially if the person who
All
persons are cautioned against cutting,
from
air
or
any
au
a.
in
food
or
any
confinement
• FI6U®
•
—____ _ __ __
tfi*■ym'Wt.rL
partakes of this condiment is unaccustomed to
Saco, January, 1832.________
1_
clothing
affords
he S<to
unpleasant effects, yet warm
its rank and peculiar flavor.
,
on
his
land,
as
they
would
avoid
the
penalty
ANTED as early in the season as prac
an important aid in the cure of these com provided by law for such offences.
This circumstance proves conclusively ttie
ticable, for which the market cash
utter uselessness of quarantine regulations.
F
JAMES K. REMICH.
"WÄTILLIAM LORD has for sale, plaints.
price will be paid by
For Sale by
[P. S. The Capt. says the Sailor’s story is F
tt
a quantity of SEED BARLEY.
March 23,1832,
D. W. LORD & Co.
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk.
not true—and no vessel near him had the
Kennebunk-port, March 20,1832.
tf. ' March 24,1832.
Cholera.]
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